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Abstract
Abstract
Cognitive radios (CRs) has been proposed as a viable solution to the impending 
spectrum underutilization problem, albeit, comes the risk of excessive interference to 
the licensed user of the spectrum called the incumbent user (lU). The research 
demonstrated in this thesis therefore formulates Distributed Power Control algorithms 
for CRs as a way of curtailing excessive interference to lUs owing to spatial co­
existence. Duo quality of service (QoS) objectives is imposed for CR operation: (a) 
protection of incumbent users (b) support of CR terminals. Proposed therefore is a 
power control framework for cognitive radio networks (CRNs) exploiting spectrum 
sense and radio environment knowledge called distributed power control with 
incumbent protection via spectrum sensing (DPC-IPSS). The proposed DPC-IPSS 
algorithm is formulated for a worst case (WC) and non-worst case (NWC) scenario. 
Under WC scenario, the DPC-IPSS algorithm simultaneously fulfils QoS objectives 
by protecting incumbents in the outermost service area. However, in reality 
incumbents may not always be in worst case. Therefore, further proposed is a 
stochastic power control scheme for CRs under a NWC regime which allows the CRN 
to access extra capacity based on incumbent outage information.
In addition, this research considered mobility patterns within the CRN. The DPC- 
IPSS algorithms fail in mobility driven environments. This is because time dependent 
channel variations were not taken into account. The approach therefore is to model the 
time driven channel and scale-up the target QoS metric to compensate for mobility 
within the CRN. Proposed therefore is a mobility driven power control algorithm with 
incumbent protection via spectrum sensing (MDPC-IPSS). Results show that MDPC- 
IPSS algorithms give performances in proxy of quasi-static cognitive radio networks.
Finally, the user selection problem is further considered, however, it is known that the 
optimum user removal problem is NP-hard; therefore most approaches in literature 
employ sub-optimal centralised or semi-distributed mechanisms to solve the user 
removal problem. This thesis formulates an efficient outage based fully distributed 
user removal algorithm which is jointly executed with the DCP-IPSS scheme called 
(ODPC-IPSS). In ODPC-IPSS schemes, users autonomously remove themselves from 
the network based on a self accessed outage criterion. This results in reduced 
interference at the incumbents and within the CRN with a resulting qualitative 
increase in the cognitive subscriber base.
Key words: Distributed, Power control. Spectrum sensing. Mobility driven. User 
selection. Outage probability, message sequence charts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction, motivation, objectives and contribution
Chapter 1
1.0 Introduction
The past decade to present day has witnessed an unprecedented change in the way 
spectrum is managed and regulated; possibly the most fundamental in the history of 
radio frequency communications. This is the enabling of spectrum sharing between a 
licensee of spectrum hitherto called the incumbent user^ (lU) and the unlicensed user 
hitherto called the secondary user. The notion of spectrum sharing and unlicensed use 
of spectrum is perhaps not entirely new. Unlicensed usage of spectrum is enabled in 
the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band i.e. 2.4GHz and 5GHz where 
multimedia applications are widely supported using Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HIPERLAN 
(5GHz) etc. The 2.4GHz band has become highly congested and interference ridden 
whilst the 5GHz band is subject to coverage and bandwidth limitations in multi-floor, 
multi-room buildings. Exigent is therefore the need to find alternatives to deliver high 
rate multimedia contents within the wireless arena.
Perhaps, one solution is the use of ultra-high frequency (UHF) television spectrum! 
As terrestrial television (TV) broadcasting goes fully digital in the United Kingdom; a 
process known as digital switch over (DSO), a considerably significant amount of 
spectrum in the UHF band would be gradually released. Current regulation [1,2] 
therefore favours the use of such released spectrum owing to strict interference co­
ordination.
One technology which has been vastly researched into, with the prospects of enabling 
spectrum sharing is called cognitive radios [3] . Cognitive radios (CRs) have over the 
years assumed many definitions: we, however, adopt a more encompassing definition: 
found in literature [4]:
 ^Throughout this thesis, incumbents and primary would be used interchangeably.
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"The cognitive radio, built on a software-defined radio, is defined as an intelligent 
wireless communication system that is aware o f its environment and uses the 
methodology o f understanding-by-building to learn from the environment and adapt 
to statistical variations in the input stimuli, with two primary objectives in mind: 
highly reliable communication whenever and wherever needed; efficient utilization o f 
the radio spectrum [4f \
The ideal CR would understand the user cum network requirements, it would be 
capable of deciphering radio environment information and proactively negotiate 
spectrum use and appropriate transmit power or modulation scheme that best fits its 
circumstance in real time without violating predefined conditions. Early research on 
cognitive radios was focused on dynamic spectrum access (DSA) ([5] and references 
therein) where its aim was to facilitate intelligent, effective and dynamic re-use of 
radio spectrum pool. This thesis adopts a presumably more realistic use of CRs as an 
enabling technology for opportunistic TV broadcast channel access.
So what is all the fuss about TV bands and its digitalization? Before now (and still 
ongoing in some parts of the UK until 2012), TV broadcast has been analogue, which 
means quite a lot of the radio frequency allocated for TV transmission. Many parts of 
the UK are deprived new TV channels mainly because there are no extra channels 
(spectrum) to accommodate them in such areas. Digitalization of the UHF band 
allows many TV channels and other services share the same bandwidth for which 
only one analogue channel would have occupied. This leads to increased spectral 
efficiency and less broadcast space, giving opportunities for other services to be 
accommodated in this band.
Figure 1.0 shows the frequency allocation table in the UHF band post DSO. The 
released spectrum post DSO occupies two contiguous blocks from 550-606 MHz 
(channel 31-37) and 790-862 MHZ (channel 61-69) which gives a total of 128MHz 
(8MHz per channel) called the cleared spectrum with band 606-614 MHz (channel 
38) being assigned for program making and special events (PMSEs) transmission. The 
cleared spectrum is therefore to be auctioned in some parts of the UK while some are 
assigned for future technologies. The band of interest to us is the one assigned for 
digital TV (DTV) transmission called the interleaved spectrum. The interleaved 
spectrum still occupy a larger chunk of the broadcast band, however, they exhibit a
2
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peculiar property which presents them as ideal candidates for spectrum sharing; DTV 
transmission exhibit distinctive spatio-temporal variations i.e. signals active in a 
particular geographic location may be absent in another given a defined space and 
time. Such spatio temporal opportunities are called TV white spaces (TVWS) or 
interleaved spectrum in the parlance of the UK regulator. “Interleaved” means 
spectrum is used for DTV transmission and can be used for other services on a shared 
basis.
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Figure 1.0 Frequency allocation table in the UHF band post DSO
Sharing of the interleaved channel is particularly “eye catching” to 
telecommunications operators and broadband providers due to the favourable 
propagation conditions in the UHF band (good coverage, high in building penetration 
and reduced susceptibility to interference). Sharing in this regime has generated a 
plethora of discussions and has lead to many consortiums in the UK [1] and United 
States [2]. Majority of concerns has to do with satisfying interference constraints due 
to secondary (cognitive) access. It comes to light therefore, that such interference 
concerns need to be vigorously addressed and alleviated before cognitive access is 
enabled in these bands. This is particularly more important if cognitive radios using
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the interleaved spectrum transmit at inordinate powers to cause unwanted interference 
to co-channel or adjacent channel TV receivers in the same or disparate domain.
TV devices are not to be solely protected; PMSE devices (e.g. wireless microphone) 
also require protection. Post DSO, PMSE operation would be limited due to a 
reduction in terrestrial TV channels (interleaved spectrum) and changes to its pattern 
of availability. PMSE devises would therefore be allowed to transmit on interleaved 
channels while channel 38 would be available for PMSE use on a national scale [1]. 
OFCOM has stipulated that that cognitive access to the interleaved spectrum must 
guarantee protection to licensed users of spectrum as well as PMSEs. However, the 
main focus of this thesis is not on PMSE protection, but on protection of TV receivers 
using the interleaved spectrum.
1.1 Research Motivation
Current fixed spectrum allocation (ESA) scheme has posed a serious challenge in 
coping with the rapid proliferation of mobile devices, the insatiable appetite of mobile 
users for high bandwidth multimedia applications and the ever increasing entrant of 
new wireless technologies. Over the past decade, there has been a paradigm shift from 
traditional FSA to dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) and more recently spectrum 
sharing. In the introduction, we identified an interesting and peculiar case study; 
sharing of the interleaved spectrum. Secondary (interleaved) access to such bands has 
been demonstrated to increase spectra efficiency and gives hope to new wireless 
applications. Current regulation favours such “symbiotic” sharing in the TV band with 
OFCOM^ and FCC^ stipulating guidelines to ensure a successful sharing relationship. 
Incumbents of spectrum exercise concerns on secondary operation with most of 
concerns listed below in order of priority:
1) How would secondary users guarantee an interference free operation?
2) What mechanism(s) would be in place to ensure (1)?
3) What system architecture would secondary systems adopt?
 ^OFCOM stands for office of communication (regulator for UK communication industry)
 ^FCC stands for federal communications commission (regulator for the American communication 
industry)
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4) What mode of operation would secondary systems assume?
The above four points concatenates into an interference and architectural problem for 
cognitive radios and forms the motivation of our research and the premise of this 
thesis.
From the above view points, we would see that the second question answers the first. 
Secondary mechanisms would ensure an accurate estimation of incumbent user 
position and transmitter signal detection. In the TV system, user position estimation is 
challenging due to the passive nature of TV receivers, so transmitter signal detection 
seem a good way to identify the presence of primary TV signal in a particular locale. 
OFCOM has given options on mechanism to adopt, namely:
• Geo-location and database (GPS and archival incumbent information)
• Beacon signals ( infrastructural signal entity providing information)
• Spectrum sensing (determines amount of energy or signal type in a spectrum)
The pros and cons of the above mechanisms have been well studied (also ongoing) 
and succinctly summarized in [6, 7] stating their feasibility from the industrial and 
regulatory perspective. Beacon signal mechanism [8] requires large infrastructural and 
signaling overhead. The cost of infrastructure and information exchange is transferred 
to the incumbent system; this is a very unlikely option in reality especially in non- 
cooperative cases. Geo-location/databases [9] and spectrum sensing [10] has enjoyed 
a flurry of research over the past decade and are highly favored by the regulators [1,
11], industry and research community due to their operational feasibility , albeit, they 
can not solely guarantee interference protection to incumbents of spectrum. Once a 
secondary system has correctly identified the use of an interleaved spectrum, it is 
important to restrict its transmission powers to prevent its propagation into unwanted 
primary domains. As the power of the secondary user grows, so would its range, 
resulting in interference violations to near or far TV receivers. So to alleviate the fears 
of the incumbents, this thesis concentrates on providing power control solutions for 
secondary networks which relies on environmental knowledge to protect incumbents 
of spectrum at all times.
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The third question above is also of concern to the incumbents since it determines the 
amount of incumbent network information to be shared vis-à-vis, with a secondary 
system or database system.
Chapter 6 of this thesis identifies five common secondary architectures (or use 
scenarios) and have classified them into two namely, short-range and long range 
scenarios.
Long range:
• Rural broadband
• Cellular extensions
• Dynamic backhaul
Short range:
• Cognitive femto cell
• Cognitive adhoc networks
Long range scenarios are usually associated with a centralised infrastructure (core 
network) and usually requiring more information to co-exist with incumbent system 
leading to large signal overhead. Short range scenarios on the other hand, require less 
infrastructure and minimal incumbent information; however, femto cells require a 
back haul network which makes them in the best case semi-distributed.
Mobile adhoc networks have high significance under the current sharing regulation 
due to their desirable features such as fast deployment and no need for existing 
infrastructure cum minimal incumbent information, because of this; mobile adhoc 
networks provide the communication platform during natural disasters, emergency 
relief operations and for transportation signalling systems. The afore mentioned 
properties makes cognitive adhoc networks an attractive haven for research; an 
architecture we have adopted for this thesis.
The fourth question strongly relates to the third and simply typifies the mode of 
operation i.e. centralise with core network, centralise without core, distributed or 
semi-distributed.
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It is noted that substantial research efforts have already been made to ensure 
successful cognitive operations. We find various examples in literature where 
interference problems to incumbents have been solved using transmitter power control. 
However, the view point in this thesis is that most of previously described work 
focused on centralised or in the best case semi-distributed techniques to solve the 
interference problem to incumbents; but just a handful proposed fully distributed 
methods to protect the incumbents whilst concurrently satisfying self quality of 
service (QoS) objectives.
Throughout this thesis, focus is cast on cognitive adhoc networks coexisting with 
DTV incumbent transmission system and formulation of appropriate transmit power 
criteria to provide an always on, online, interference free cognitive operation.
1.2 Research objectives
The main objective of this thesis is as follows:
(1) To propose novel distributed interference control mechanisms (through power 
control) for CRs to prevent excessive interference reaching incumbent 
domains under a worst-case analysis. Worst case analysis assumes protection 
of lUs at the incumbent’s coverage edge.
(2) To further propose stochastic power control algorithms for CRs under a non 
worst-case regime. The algorithm thus proposed is based on incumbent outage 
information and does not assume worst-case lU protection.
(3) To propose a distributed Mobility driven power control for transitive CRs.
(4) To propose a fast and efficient distributed user selection mechanism based on 
a distributed outage probability formulation. This is intended to maximise 
overall CR capacity and reduce interference reaching incumbent domains.
The objectives (1) to (4) above are achieved under two QoS constraints which form 
the service criteria for CRs:
• Moral goal: This means that the interference threshold limit (ITL) at the 
incumbents must remain unperturbed at all times. The ITL refers to the
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minimum tolerable benchmark on interference, which when exceeded, 
degrades the incumbent user signal reception.
• Self goal: This means that signal to interference ratio for CRs must strive to be 
above a predefined minimum signal level required for cognitive operation.
Previous works observed the moral goal in a centralised or in the best case semi 
distributed manner i.e. using some sort of feedback reporting infrastructure which 
reports interference violations to the cognitive system. Such feedback reporting 
mechanism introduces transient interferences to the incumbent network which is 
highly undesirable to the broadcast TV system.
This thesis solves the interference problem to incumbents from the transmitter power 
control perspective by proposing power control algorithms utilising radio 
environment knowledge and spectrum sense. The algorithms proposed are a fully 
distributed power control algorithm which is capable of simultaneously satisfying duo 
QoS constraints.
1.3 Thesis Contribution
The contribution of this thesis focuses on the development of a fully distributed power 
control algorithm for cognitive radios based on radio environment information. The 
contributions are manifold:
a) Distributed Transmit Power Control Based on Environment Cognition 
Proposed is a new power constraint for cognitive radios using spectrum sensing 
information which ensures that the interference levels at lU remains un-violated at all 
times. The transmit power problem and environment cognition is solved following a 
fully distributed framework. Distributiveness in adhoc networks is “key”; this is one 
property deficient in most literature. This is why we have adopted a fully distributed 
framework in our resource allocation plane (power control and admission control) and 
spectrum sensing plane.
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Publication from this contribution is as below:
• O. Durowoju, K. Arshad and K. Moessner, "Distributed Power Control for  
Cognitive Radios with Primary Protection via Spectrum Sensing”, 72nd IEEE 
Vehicular Conference (VTC’10)- Fall, 6-9 September 2010, Ottawa, Canada 
(Published).
b) Stochastic Transmit Power Control based on Primary Outage Information 
Most literature employs worst case analysis in solving the interference problems to 
incumbents. Worst case analysis refers to the assumption of placing a TV receiver in 
the outermost coverage contour of the incumbents broadcast terrain. This assumption 
essentially trades optimality for robustness; this thesis therefore refrain worst case 
analysis and proposes a novel stochastic power constraint based on primary outage 
information. This approach is “optimal” as well as robust satisfying cognitive service 
objectives.
Publication from this contribution is as below:
O. Durowoju, K. Arshad and K. Moessner; "Distributed Power Control for  
Cognitive Radios based on Incumbent Outage Information”, International 
Conference on Communications (ICC 2011), 5-9 June 2011, Kyoto, Japan 
(Published)
c) Mobility Driven Cognitive Radio Networks 
Further proposed are power control algorithms that are well suited for non-stationary 
cognitive radio networks. It is worth mentioning that the work presented here was the 
first time mobility was treated in cognitive physical layer (PHY) for transmit power 
control. The work here provides an interesting twist to situations where CRs are 
allowed to transit within the CRN with strict interference co-ordination to incumbents 
of spectrum owing to spatial co-existence.
Publications from this contribution are as below:
O. Durowoju, K. Arshad and K. Moessner; "Distributed Power Control 
Algorithm for Cognitive Radios with Primary protection via Spectrum Sensing 
under User Mobility"', Elsevier Journal of AdHoc Networks, Special Issue: 
CRAHNs, Available online March 2011, ISSN 1570-8705,
10.1016/j.adhoc.2011.02.005 (In Press).
O. Durowoju, K. Arshad and K. Moessner, "Autonomous Time Variant
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Power Control for Cognitive Radio Networks'', 73rd IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conference (VTC 2011-Spring), 15-18 May 2011, Budapest 
Hungry (Published).
d) Distributed Admission Control for Cognitive Radio Networks 
Admission control is the mechanism used to technically remove users from a 
congested network in order to maximize network throughput and support more users 
in the long run since worst participating users are removed earlier from the network. 
Most admission control algorithms are executed in centralised or semi distributed 
mode which is unsuitable for cognitive ad-hoc communication networks. Formulated 
and propose therefore, is a fully distributed outage criterion which gives the cognitive 
radios the prerogative to autonomously remove themselves depending on their 
perceived interference environment so as to increase total cognitive user base. 
Publication from this contribution is as below:
O. Durowoju, K. Arshad and K. Moessner, ^^Distributed Power Control and 
User selection Algorithm for Cognitive Radios’  ^ IEEE Journal on Selected 
Areas in Communications: Cognitive Radio Series (Submitted)
1.4 Thesis Structure
Figure 1.1 shows a sequential flow of this thesis. The flow chart depicts how the 
contributions are mapped into chapters and shows how the thesis should be read. The 
rest of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the background of this research. Since the here proposed and 
investigated power control algorithm builds on existing cellular power control 
strategy, this thesis therefore gives a succinct overview of trends of development for 
cellular power control. In addition, state of the art details of power control strategy in 
cognitive radio networks is provided. Furthermore, this chapter presents cognitive 
adhoc networking where a distributed architecture is presented and cognitive entities 
defined. Message sequence charts are also introduced to show information exchange 
between defined cognitive entities.
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Chapter 3 delves into our approach where the distributed power control via spectrum 
sensing solution is proposed. The power control algorithms proposed allow for 
incumbent protection at all times whilst supporting some degree of reliable cognitive 
communication. Novel stochastic power control algorithm based on incumbent outage 
information is further proposed in this chapter to allow for cognitive operation in 
situations where worst case placement of incumbent user is much relaxed.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed time variant power control for cognitive radios. This 
section eschews the “snap shot” analysis considered in chapter 3, which fails in time 
variant channels. This section models the network for cognitive terminal transitions 
and channel variability and further gives analytical conditions for convergence in non- 
stationary (i.e. time varying) conditions.
11
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Contribution (a) Contribution (c)
Contribution (b)
Contribution (d)
Chapter 2
(State of the art)
Chapter 1
(Introduction)
Chapter 5
(Distributed admission 
control for CRs)
Chapter 3
(Distributed Power control 
for CRs)
Chapter 4
(Mobility driven power 
control for CRs)
Thesis Conclusion
Chapter 6
(Research achievements, summary and future work)
Figure 1.1 Thesis flow chart
Chapter 5 presents outage based distributed removal scheme for cognitive radios with 
the capability of greatly reducing the interference environment at the incumbent 
network as well as within the cognitive radio network. The proposed outage removal 
scheme leads to an increased number of subscribers within the cognitive radio 
network.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis where a summary of achievements thus far is given 
and possible areas for future work proposed. This chapter wraps up this thesis with a 
suitable conclusion.
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Chapter 2
2.0 Background and Related work
Interference management in wireless networks has been a fertile area of research 
spanning many years, with transmit power control (TPC) being one of the oldest yet 
most successful mechanism to combat interference degradation problem in the 
wireless vicissitudes. TPC provides a fundamental degree of freedom in the design of 
wireless networks and management of its resource.
In general, power control achieves the following functionalities:
Interference Management: Modem wireless networks are usually broadcast in 
nature (or Rayleigh), signals therefore interfere with each other which 
culminates in a serious interference problem especially in networks with a 
high number of co-channel transmitting nodes or in interference limited 
systems such as CDMA (where perfect uplink orthogonality is difficult to 
ensure). Power control therefore helps maintain a stable and less interference 
ridden network, since users only actuate just enough power to maintain 
reliable communication with a corresponding node. This results in efficient 
spectmm re-use, effective system planning and an ultimate user experience.
Energy Management: In wireless networks (cellular or adhoc), terminal 
battery life is a major issue. The proliferation of various multimedia 
applications in modem day wireless networks exerts an increased strain on 
battery power; TPC therefore ensures that terminals operate on small energy 
budgets good enough for reliable communication resulting in an increased 
battery talk life and ultimately helps to reduce the overall energy expenditure 
in the network.
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• Connection Management: The wireless network is required to maintain a 
minimum SIR for reliable communications; however, channel variations and 
new users entering the network may suddenly jolt an already established 
connection. TPC therefore helps to protect users from sudden perturbations 
and ensures reliable link connectivity for already active users.
Given the above enumerated points, we hence forth focus on uplink power control 
throughout this thesis. Uplink is more challenging compared to downlink (base station, 
BS) power control given the following reason:
• Base stations are usually fixed and powered by dedicated electrical supply, 
whereas mobile battery power is easily depleted.
• Inter cell interference is easily controlled in the downlink and more 
challenging in the uplink since resource allocation (in time, frequency, codes 
or tones) is easily accomplished at the BS than at mobile station (MS)
• Mobile uplink stations are randomly distributed over an entire service area and 
behavior (i.e. traffic pattern, mobility etc.) is unpredictable and not easily 
modeled compared to downlink scenarios where BS location is usually well 
planned.
Power control has generated a flurry of research since the 1970s; it is now almost a de 
facto in most wireless physical layer (PHY) implementations. The past two decades, 
however, has witnessed an explosive growth in cellular communications with an 
accompanying transformative impact on our socio economic lifestyle. Cellular 
communications owes part of its success to power control which solved the near-far 
problem.
In the sequel, this thesis would try to succinctly and co incisively review power 
control algorithms for wireless networks; because of the extensive depth of research 
in this area, I would endeavor to include in the bibliography, most relevant literature 
as it pertains to the setting in this thesis.
Furthermore this thesis would adopt the strategy of a brief literature review in 
subsequent chapters as it relates to problem to be addressed in the chapter of concern.
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This is intended to give the reader a fresh glimpse to the problem at hand and the 
approach adopted to solve the problem(s).
Power control review would be done in two phases in this chapter:
• Power control for wireless cellular networks
• Power control for cognitive radio networks
Since this thesis is focused on cognitive access to the interleaved spectrum (TVWS), 
this chapter further reviews the networking issues concerned with CR deployment by:
• Analyzing the UK TV spectrum
• Discussing cognitive functional entities
• Discussing message sequence charts (MSCs)
Analysis of the TV spectrum is needed to give the reader a better understanding or 
appreciation of the decomposition of the interleaved channel post DSO operation i.e. 
an idea of how channels may be available for opportunistic access on a geographical 
basis. The deseiiption of functional cognitive entities brings to view the different 
cognitive engines (modules) that work together for proper interference control and 
QoS fulfillment while the MSCs give a pictorial view of information exchange 
between cognitive entities working together to fulfill certain tasks.
Before delving into the above reviews, let’s quickly give the convention or notation 
used in this thesis.
2.1 Notation
The following notations are used throughout this thesis. Vectors are denoted in bold 
small letters i.e. x, with their component denoted by xi. Matrices are depicted by 
large bold letters i.e. X, with the and component given as Xÿ i.e. row and 
column. Vector multiplication, division and inequalities (x*y, x/y, x>y, x<y) are 
considered component wise. Following the generalised representation of an adhoc 
wireless network in figure 2.0, Euclidean distances between randomly distributed 
mobile terminals can be taken by freezing the network in time (“snap shot”) , from 
where the gain matrix G={g/j> 0} can be deduced, where gy is the link gain from the 
jth Yx to RX. Also define ||g|| as the spectra norm of matrix G, where the spectra
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norm is the largest Eigen value of the positive semi-definite matrix G. Define Ixl as 
absolute values of elements of x and as the transpose of the matrix. We assume a 
wireless network consisting of N  transmit-receive (TX-RX) pairs deployed in a 
randomly distributed fashion within a service area. Also let’s define a new matrix T  
as T(X, y, N) = [Xj+y] , (/e AO, where Xi now denote the column of the matrix X 
and y a vector determined by known constraints (see equation (2.8) for details).
S u
Figure 2.0 A simple wireless adhoc network
2.2 Power control for cellular networks: A review
Here, we give a succinct and brief review of classical power control algorithms 
(PC As). The algorithms reviewed here are classical PC As developed for cellular radio 
systems where N  mobiles share the same spectrum at any given instance.
There exist a plethora of studies on transmitter power control in wireless networks. 
Early works on power control focused on balancing transmitter power distribution for 
satellite networks [12] and spread spectrum systems [13] so that the same signal to 
interference ratio (SIR) is maintained on all links through a centralised operation; this 
approach is called SIR balancing. Note that noise is assumed suppressed, otherwise it 
is known as signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). SIR balancing schemes 
unfortunately does not guarantee satisfactory performance for all transmitting node, 
therefore, removing some users allows opportunity for others to fulfil their SIR 
requirement. Seminal works on power control for cellular networks [14] solved the 
user removal problem by formulating an optimum power control mechanism which
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maximises the number of supported terminals. This optimum power control strategy is 
however unrealistic since it is associated with enormous computational complexity 
due to a stage by stage Eigen value computation of the gain matrix during the user 
removal process.
All algorithms previously mentioned were developed for centralised systems; of 
which their inherent flaws are well known. This gives rise to distributed means of 
solving the power control problem. Zander in [15], therefore proposed a distributed 
balancing algorithm (DBA) which uses local information (SIR) in its power updating 
process to maintain minimum outage in cellular networks. It was shown that the DBA 
approaches an SIR threshold with probability one, however with the inherent 
weakness that its convergence time was high for realistic systems. If the iteration time 
was reduced, the DBA yields unsatisfactory results, therefore faster converging 
algorithms needed to be developed, albeit the work in [15] laid the foundation to 
which an avalanche of distributed power control (DPC) algorithms has ensued. In 
[16] a faster converging algorithm compared to the DB scheme was developed and 
corroborated in [17] where the iterative process is based on the instantaneous 
transmitted power and SIR, however, a positive control constant was introduced to 
balance the power updating process (i.e. ensure that transmitter power falls in the 
desired range). The introduction of this constant therefore means that there would be 
some sort of communication with the base station which makes the system semi­
distributed. To cope with this short coming, authors in [18] proposed a simple yet 
powerful fully distributed framework for wireless systems hitherto called the Foschini 
and Miljanic algorithm (EMA). The proposition in [18] is very similar to [15-17] 
since it requires only local information however differs in the sense that noise was 
modelled as an interference factor by the former and suppressed in the later. The 
FMA also did not need any sort of communication with the base station and therefore 
fully distributed. In feasible systems (i.e. where all users are supported at some power 
configurations, otherwise infeasible), the convergence of the FMA is fast and 
exponentially converging compared to DBA schemes. It therefore becomes necessary 
to present key results for the Foschini and Miljanic algorithm.
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2.2.1 Key Results for Foschini and Miljanic algorithm
The algorithm here is modelled for uplink case where the TX terminal 
communicates with a corresponding RX terminal. In wireless networks, reliable 
communication is achieved if the power control algorithm drives the SINR ( y;. ) to
meet or exceed a minimum predefined SINR threshold ( > 0) as equation (2.1):
The power vector is, p=[p;,,p2,---Piv]^and bounded by maximum power pmax i.e. 0<p/ 
{t)"^ Pmax and Vi is the thermal noise power at the receiver.
Assuming a “snap shot” process of figure. 2.0, we can specify a normalised link gain 
matrix as below:
H =
y th S  ij
, if
g»' (2.2)
0, if  i = j
And a normalised noise vector as
i=[%]= T'th''2 r,h Vn ^
gii S ii 8 n n
(2.3)
where [7Ji j] = 0 . we would obtain (2.1) in matrix form as (I-H)t|, where I, is an 
Identity matrix, H(nxn) is real, non-negative and assumed irreducible.
Lemma 1:
Since Hÿ > 0 and irreducible, the maximum spectral radius (pH, also called Perron- 
Frobenuis [19] Eigen value) of the matrix H should be lesser than one i.e. pn= 
max(lXHl}< 1 for ie {1,2,..,A), where Àr are the Eigen values of H.
Provided these conditions hold, then there exists a power vector p > 0 which 
converges to a Pareto optimal value p* = (I - H) Tj. In [14], authors proved that if max 
(Ph) < 1, then the iterative power algorithm given in (2.4) also converges to p* and 
diverges otherwise.
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p ( k + 1) = H p ( k )  +r\ (2.4)
The algorithm in (2.4) is iterative but not distributive since it requires the global 
knowledge of the gain matrix G in each power update process, typical of centralised 
systems thus making them unattractive for wireless adhoc networks. In [18], Foschini 
and Miljanic gave the distributed power control (DPC) version of (2.4) as (2.5):
Pi(k + l) = ^ ^  Pi (k) ,  A: = 1,2,... (2.5)
The DPC algorithm is fiilly distributed since it relies only on local information (SINR 
at its receiver) for the iterative power update process and was shown to converge to a 
Pareto optimal value p with unbounded powers [18].
Remark 1:
One remarkable result of (2.5) [18], is its convergence to an optimal power value 
while using minimal information. The algorithm of (2.4) requires global knowledge 
of the link gain matrix gÿ at each stage of iteration k (hence centralised).
Equation (2.5), being distributed only requires a corresponding receiver to transmit 
SINR and link gain information to its transmitter through some local feedback 
channel. This paved the way for an efficient and distributed interference management 
scheme in wireless adhoc networks delivering reliable and robust QoS based on the 
distributed platform in [18].
Since mobile transmission power can not be arbitrarily large in reality, the expression 
in (2.5) has to be constrained by putting a bound on allowable transmit power. This 
result in another class of power control called the distributed constrained power 
control.
2.2.2 Distributed Constrained Power Control (DCPC)
Since mobile transmission power can not be arbitrarily large in reality, the expression 
in (2.5) has to be constrained by defining a pmax for all mobiles. Implementing this 
power constraint leads to a more feasible and faster converging algorithm fulfilled 
through the Distributed Constrained Power control (DCPC) algorithm [20] in (2.6).
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f j kPi(/: + !) = m i n pi(k), ^ = 1,2,... (2.6)
The expression in (2.6) ensures that maximum power can never be exceeded whether 
or not Yth is fulfilled. An improved version of the DCPC is the Generalised Distributed 
Power Control algorithm, GDPC [21].
2.2.3 Generalised Distributed Power Control algorithm, GDPC
In GDPC [21], devices transmitting at p^ax without achieving their SINR target are 
notched out by assigning an arbitrary low level power p to it.
P i ( k  +  V) =
P i (k ) ,  i f  P i ( k )  <  PraaK
9i(^)
P, if Tth 
71 (^)
k = 1,2, (2.7)
Pi (k )  >  Pmax
The benefit of this is that the interference environment is reduced leading during each 
power update leading to an increased number of supported mobile terminals.
Although, the Perron-Frobenius Eigen value {pn < 1) gives sufficient conditions for 
the convergence of (2.5) with unconstrained power, authors in [22], gave sufficient 
conditions for convergence in power constrained systems as in equation (2.8):
Pfj  = max A
V Pmax y
<1 ie N (2 .8)
Therefore < 1 is a sufficient condition for convergence. Where are the Eigen 
values of the matrix Y .
The DCPC [20] and GDPC [21] schemes therefore form the breaking point from 
which the proposed cognitive power control algorithms (seen in subsequent chapters 
of this thesis) is built upon.
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2.3 Power Control in Cognitive Radio Networks: A 
review
This section starts with a brief introduction to popular interference mechanisms for 
cognitive radios and slowly drifts into the cognitive power control aspects for 
interference management.
In modem wireless systems, spectrum is allocated on a fixed term basis to transmitters 
covering a geographical domain. Many studies have shown that not all frequencies are 
used at every point in time and space, resulting in the undemtilisation of the spectral 
resource [1]. Therefore the problem of spectmm scarcity is clearly not a dearth of 
spectmm but the inefficient way of spectmm usage caused by static allocation of 
resources. The idle spectmm in a particular spatio-temporal domain is called spectmm 
hole^. CRs, therefore seek opportunistic use of such spectmm on a non interfering 
basis to the spectmm owners (lUs). The key challenge is to re-use spectrum holes 
such that Incumbents of spectmm are protected from interference at all times. This is 
the exact setting of this thesis.
The CR environment is highly dynamic and challenging owing to the transient nature 
of users and available resources in time and space, therefore, early works focused on 
spectmm sharing and resource allocation of available spectra resources within the 
cognitive frame work without protection to the primary users. In [23] a model based 
on graph theory was advanced for the case of spectmm sharing/access where different 
objective functions were investigated. The channel allocation problem was formulated 
using game theory in [24] where a utility function was used to capture the intra­
system interference within the cognitive system without recourse to the primary user. 
However spectral gains achievable in this regimes are usually short lived due to 
intersystem interference from incumbents of the spectmm, therefore duo quality of 
service (QoS) constraints are imposed on the cognitive radio (as stated in our 
objective), to curtail its interference to spectrum owners while maximizing the 
available spectra opportunity for itself. In line with game theory applications, a 
special class of algorithm called the iterative water filling algorithm (IWFA) was 
adapted to the cognitive framework. IWFA was used to solve the transmit power 
problem in digital subscriber lines (DSL) [25]. In this algorithm, user powers are
Used in a more generic term. Spectrum holes in the TV band are called TVWS or interleaved 
spectrum.
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updated sequentially and needs some form of centralised controller [26, 27] which is 
unattractive to adhoc networks. Authors in [28] therefore extended the IWFA for an 
un-centralised framework for cognitive radios where the TPC problem was 
formulated using game theory to optimise self performance using only local 
information; this is just how distributed power control algorithms operate.
Early works presented in [29, 30], extended the cognitive radio protocols using 
information theory to allow for concurrent primary-secondary use of spectrum while 
assuming collaboration within the CRN for efficient dissemination of primary 
information. To this effect, emerging cognitive radio networks were designed based 
on two coexistence concepts namely:
• Spectrum underlay
• Spectrum overlay
The above concepts broadly define the mode of deployment and operation of the 
cognitive system.
2.3.1 Spectrum underlay paradigm
The waveform of users in the underlay paradigm is spectrally coincident with that of 
the spectrum owners [31-35]. Severe transmission power constrains are therefore 
imposed on the cognitive radio so that they do not raise the interference vicissitudes 
of the lUs beyond limits with the advantage that CRs can directly occupy the licensed 
spectrum without considering the transmission characteristic of the lU system.
The transmission constraint refers to the rather defunct Interference Temperature 
concept [31-33] which now translates to the interference limit (ITL) at the incumbents 
receiver. In [31], authors proposed methods for interference mitigation using 
Spectrum shaping techniques. They investigated two core applications for spectrum 
shaping in CR networks namely interference fitting and licensed signal avoidance. 
The former mitigates absolute interference by proactively and dynamically re­
designing a converse waveform to the sensed interfering waveform while the later 
implements a notched spectrum to allow easy use of non-contiguous segments of 
spectra to avoid licensed waveforms. Implementing the two approaches and adapting
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it to the OFDM/OFDMA and DSSS/CDMA environments presents a powerful way to 
maximize capacity using the interference temperature concept. The work in [31] , 
however, only detailed an initial analysis, more work, authors claim, is underway. 
Even if the proposal in [31] did work, the complexity of such signal processing is 
envisaged to be high and cost of producing such devices may be rather unaffordable 
to end users. In furtherance to [31], authors gave a mathematical analysis of the 
interference temperature model in [32], in a bid to establish the correlations between 
the capacity achieved by the CR network and the interference caused to the lU 
network.
Recently, the underlay paradigm was extended in [35] where CRs based their power 
transmission characteristics using Spread Spectrum principles while implementing 
CDMA techniques at the physical interface. However, this method relies on the fact 
that the incumbent network implements CDMA as its radio access technology (RAT) 
so that interference from the cognitive network is seen as noise to the incumbents. 
This approach reduces the pole capacity that the primary system can achieve, as such, 
may be feasible in situations where the incumbent system experiences low spectrum 
utilisation so that the cognitive system can benefit correspondingly.
2.3.2 Spectrum overlay paradigm
The overlay paradigm on the other hand offers spectral access for secondary operation 
based on the spatio temporal behaviour of the primary system, so, CRs are not 
allowed to use the spectrum during primary occupancy. In this regime interference is 
avoided by exploiting the degrees of freedom in frequency, time, power, space and 
even codes. Spectrum hole in Time is simply the length of time the primary signal is 
not transmitting where the aim is to utilize the incumbent’s OFF time while avoiding 
harmful interference during ON periods. Spectra opportunity in time can be described 
as related to the time agility (TA) metric used in dynamic spectrum management 
which takes the advantage of a converse traffic pattern between two different radio 
services (DVB-T and UMTS) as investigated in [36].
Basically, in the overlay approach, identification of local instantaneous unused 
spectrum with some detection probability and reliability is highly essential; else, lUs 
are bound to experience intersystem interference. The relationship between the
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spectrum opportunity and transmission power was given in [37] with power ratios 
formulated for the case of primary and secondary users.
Primary user location information is vital information when implementing the overlay 
paradigm (given spatial sharing); authors in [8] suggested mounting a low cost sensor 
node close to primary receivers in which sensors detects leakage power from its local 
oscillator which then reports to the other CR devices incase of nearby primary 
spectrum occupancy. In fact, if this is feasible, CR would be able to estimate their 
range to nearby transmitters and can control their transmit powers making efficient 
opportunistic use in time and in space, however such knowledge may not be available 
to CRs especially in non collaborative cases. Early methods employed to circumvent 
this problem was the addition of primary exclusion zones in [38, 39] and quite zones 
in [40] by the primary system for CR operation characterizing the distance beyond the 
primary contour for permissible CR transmission. These methods seem unrealistic in 
that there are too many variables to work with and conservative in that they ultimately 
reduce the area covered for opportunistic communication.
Sensing based overlay sharing schemes therefore provides a more realistic scheme for 
CR operation since power control algorithms are formulated based on environmental 
(sensing) information. This is the exact setting of this thesis. Although, the overlay 
approach allows the CR to transmit on vacant primary channel, the CR transmission 
may propagate into unwanted primary domains; it therefore becomes necessary for 
CRs to employ TPC to curtail this effect. Optimal power control for CRs requires a 
succinct analysis of the effect of the transmission power on the occurrence of 
opportunities and reliable opportunity detection.
Spectrum sensing refers to a way of obtaining information about spectrum usage and 
existence of primary user in a particular locale with techniques well presented in [10] 
and reference therein. Power control based on spectrum sensing has generated a flurry 
of research [41, 42] since transmitter power algorithms are executed based on sensing 
information. In fact, the inspiration from works in these regimes forms the premise of 
our contributions in subsequent chapters of this thesis. In [41] the power control 
algorithm was based on spectrum sensing metrics (i.e. probability of missed
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detection) for a single user case, however, in [42], sensing metric was not considered 
rather power control algorithm was formulated based on soft information (varying 
Signal to Noise Ratio of incumbent signal). In the chapter that follows, we give an 
insight to the spectrum sensing paradigm and see that there exist a strong dependence 
between probability of missed detection and Incumbent SNR.
2.4 Cognitive power control: The cellular adaptation
TPC is well researched in conventional wireless communication. Generally, TPC 
algorithms are executed for centralized and distributed systems. We have in previous 
sections of this chapter given a review of power control as it applies to cellular 
networks. In [12-14, 43], centralized power control schemes were proposed to balance 
the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) in all links. Those algorithms need global 
information about all link gains and powers and are associated with large signalling 
overhead and high cost of infrastructure. This makes centralized systems unsuitable 
for the cognitive framework. The distributed power control algorithms uses only local 
measurements of SIR as presented in [15-18, 20, 21], making them particularly 
suitable for cognitive adhoc communications.
The conventional distributed algorithms, when executed within the cognitive 
framework, do not guarantee protection to incumbents of spectrum, therefore the need 
arises to modify the already established algorithms for CR operation. One of such 
modifications is for CRs to implement feedback reporting from secondary sensors 
localised in the vicinity of the Primary receiver [44] or genie aided approach [45] or 
admission control [23, 34, 35] in the case of multiple CR users or a combination of 
these. The approach in [34] has been extended in [46] with the CRs employing 
multiple antennas to maximize through put. These approaches are however; prone to 
inherent failures and delays due to feedback reporting mechanisms implemented in 
this regime, as such incumbent users experience transient interferences which may be 
unpleasant and highly undesirable. The distributed algorithm advanced in this thesis 
focuses on a distributed power control algorithms without feedback reporting and 
employs spectrum sensing mechanism to derive its link gain to the worst case primary 
receiver. The solutions advanced in this thesis therefore builds on well established
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distributed cellular power control mechanisms to achieve a truly distributed 
framework for cognitive radios while ensuring that the interference environment of 
incumbents’ remains un-perturbed at all times.
2.5 Cognitive Ad-hoc Networking
This section illustrates where and how cognitive power control algorithms fit in the 
overall CR framework. Throughout this thesis, the unlicensed use of TV spectrum 
(VHP and UHF) is considered, it is therefore imperative as a first step, to analyse the 
TV spectrum to understand the spatial and temporal gains that may arise as a result of 
cognitive access into these bands. Secondly, a framework for cognitive radios is 
introduced by defining appropriate functional blocks (hitherto called entities) to allow 
for a functional cognitive radio deployment. Thirdly, message sequence charts is 
introduced, showing the inter-relations and communications between all entities. 
These message sequences relates to spectrum database acquisition (hitherto called 
portfolios acquisition), sensing procedures, performance reporting, transmit power 
control execution sequences etc.
2.6 Analysing the TV spectrum
In Europe and other part of the world, analogue TV broadcast is in the process of 
being switched off, so that full territorial digital TV transition would be realized by 
the year 2012 in the United Kingdom. Some channels^ would become free as a result 
of the digital switch over (DSO) termed Digital Dividend, therefore. Intelligent and 
flexible techniques for using the TV spectrum for unlicensed operation with 
negligible interference to incumbents becomes expedient. Clearly after DSO, the TV 
band would be grouped as cleared and interleaved spectrum [47] (as in figure. 1, 
chapter 1). The Cleared spectrum refers to the part of the TV spectrum which is 
entirely free throughout a national area as a result of DSO; such channels (8MHz 
each) are currently being auction by OFCOM. The interleaved is available on a 
geographic basis with incumbents reserving the onerous right to transmit at anytime at 
assigned locations.
 ^Channels and frequency is used interchangeably with this thesis.
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In subsequent chapters of this thesis, we propose algorithms that would enable 
concurrent spatial and temporal use of licensed TV spectrum without raising the 
interference limits at the incumbent’s domain.
To better illustrate our scenario, consider two neighbouring digital TV (DTV) regions 
A and B with an assumed channel configuration as seen in figure 2 and figure 3. 
Shown in figure 2 is the licensed allocation of channels in region A using the UK 
DTV channel as channels 21, 24, 27, 40, 48, 51 and 52. Since the channels are known 
in those regions, the free channels in that region can be determined [48].
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 ■ 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
Figure 2.1 Frequency Occupancy Map in Region A
S t V spectrum licensed allocation in Region A. □  Adjacent channels in Region A. 
BTVWS reserved for future use. ■  Adjacent channels to the reserved channels. 
□Actual free channels in Region A. I PMSE
Figure 2 shows actual spectrum occupancy in region A where channels 29, 42-46, 54- 
59 are free in that area and can be used opportunistically by the cognitive radio 
network. However, transmission on such channels is limited due to secondary signals 
propagating into neighbour incumbent domain that have been designated same such 
channel.
To further corroborate this scenario, consider a neighbour region B as in figure 3.
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 ■ 31 FI
33 34 1 35 I 36 37 39 40 41 42 43 ; 44
45 46 47 48 49 ^ 0 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
Figure 2.2 Frequency Occupancy Map in Region B
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In region B the licensed channels are 43, 45, 46, 55 and 59 hence free channels are 
21-29, 48-53 and 57 which are among the interleaved channels. The importance of 
this is to know the free interleaved channels that are available regionally and how they 
can be used.
Channels 29 and 57 are truly free to both regions A and B and these channels can be 
used seamlessly by mobiles from regions A to B on an unlicensed basis with no 
interference considerations to incumbents within the bounds of both regions under 
consideration. The availability of such channels is however scarce in real life 
scenarios. In region A channels 42-46 are free but used in adjacent region B while 
channels 21-28, 39-41, and 48-53 are free in region B but used in region A, therefore 
appropriate transmit power control at the CR user terminal on theses channels (i.e. co­
channel or adjacent channel) is required with respect to the reference region.
2.6.1 Categorization of TV channels for Cognitive Use
Within, the setting of this thesis, we consider the use of the TV spectrum. These TV 
channels can be categorised as:
(1) Incumbent active (lA) channels: these are legacy channels allotted in a 
particular geographical domain and in-use. Co-channel cognitive operation 
within the same domain should be totally avoided to avoid heavy co-channel 
interference. Adjacent channels in the same geographical domain may not be 
used and can be classified as lA channels to avoid adjacent channel 
interference. For example, channels 21, 24, 27, 40, 48, 51, 52 and their 
adjacent channels in region A of figure 2, and channels 43, 45, 46, 55, 59 and 
adjacent channels of region B of figure 3 can not be used within their 
respective domains.
(2) Proxy active (PA) channels: these are channels not in use in a particular 
locale but in use in a neighbour TV geographical domain. As an example 
channels 42-46, 54-56 and 58-59 are proxy channels for region A because 
such channels are incumbent active in a neighbour region B, while channels
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21-28, 39-41 and 48-53 are proxy channels for region B with reference to 
region A, such channels are therefore referred to as proxy active. The CRN 
can therefore exploit the spatial advantage for cognitive ad-hoc 
communications by employing appropriate cognitive power control technique. 
Interference co-ordination is challenging here as interference thresholds levels 
at neighbour TV contours must remain unperturbed at all times while ensuring 
that the QoS is being fulfilled within the CRN. This is exactly the setting in 
this thesis.
(3) Proxy inactive (PIA) channels: This refers to channels which are free in the 
region of interest and also free in first tier neighbour regions. Such channels 
can enjoy high disposable powers and can be used for short range and long 
range cognitive communications e.g. channels 29 and 57 are free to use in 
both neighbour regions. If PIA channels are correctly identified, interference 
control can use existing interference mechanisms for Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 
networks within the regions of interest.
(4) Incumbent Inactive (IIA) channels: these are legacy channels allotted in a 
particular geographical domain which exhibit temporal transmission (i.e. 
periodic transmission). This requires periodic sensing operation by the CR 
network to monitor the appearance of legacy users to avoid incumbent 
violations.
(5) White space (WS) channels: These are cleared spectrum available through 
DSO and are currently being auction by OFCOM.
2.7 Cognitive Functional Entities
With many research carried out on cognitive radio communications, it is expedient to 
have an understanding or perhaps an insight to its real life implementation hence its 
feasibility of deployment. Cognitive radios can be used for short range and long range 
communications. The former relates to cognitive ad-hoc networks, cognitive femto- 
cells, cognitive point to point communications etc while the later relates to wireless
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regional networks, TV white space for cellular extensions and opportunistic wireless 
backbone networks.
Within this thesis, a cognitive ad-hoc communication network is considered and also 
presented are core functional entities [49] which work together to foster true cognitive 
radio deployment with incumbent’s protection at all times.
Core functional entities for CR communications are identified as :
• Cognitive Manager
• Transceiver
• Spectrum Sensing
• Adaption Layer
2.7.1 Cognitive Manager (CM)
This entity is key to the success of CR operation as it co-ordinates the cognitive 
operation. It comprises of the spectrum co-ordination entity called the cognitive 
spectrum manager and a resource co-ordination entity called the cognitive resource 
manager.
2.7.1.1 Cognitive spectrum manager (CSM)
This is responsible for building and maintaining the spectrum portfolio (database) 
based on regulatory policies and usage information in a particular geographic region 
(see figure 4). All CR devices, fixed or portable would be required to access the CSM 
to obtain information on the available channels at their vicinity. In reality, all portable 
devices must be able to access the spectrum portfolio through the CSM. Access to the 
CSM is in this thesis implemented in a semi distributed manner so as to alleviate the 
communication overhead at the CSM, hence CR devices form clusters and elect a 
cluster heads according to a well defined protocol i.e. leach tree algorithm [50]. This 
implementation would be evident in subsequent sections where the message sequence 
flows are described.
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Typical portfolio information are:
i. geographic co-ordinates of authorized stations (TV broadcast service stations 
and relay stations, TV auxiliary devices and intending CR transmitters etc.
ii. Type and class of station.
iii. Transmit power levels, radiation patterns and contour levels of broadcasters.
iv. Service code for TV station and Service commission ID/ MAC address of CR 
device.
V. Height of TV antenna and other characteristics.
A device can not transmit if it does not receive portfolio updates while the portfolio 
administrator would define agile protocols so that CR devices can access them 
automatically without human intervention.
The service commission ID and MAC address uniquely identifies CR device, these 
information would assist the Commission (Government agency) if compliance issues 
arise. A portfolio administrator would not be responsible in solving interference 
claims; it is entirely the function of the commission to do this. In such scenarios the 
commission tries to contact the custodian of the CR device, if this fails the DB 
administrator may configure the system to return a “No Channel Available Message” 
to the TV band device (TVBD) upon its request to transmit effectively shutting down 
the device.
2.7.1.2 Cognitive resource manager (CRM)
This is where execution of resource allocation/scheduling algorithms takes place. The 
CRM interfaces with the CSM to obtain opportunistic channels from where it relates 
this information to the transceiver (see figure 4). It also makes decisions about 
appropriate transmit power levels for the transceiver for an interference free operation 
to incumbents. The RM interfaces with almost all the key cognitive functional entities 
from where it gamers appropriate information for some functional configurations like 
resource allocation/release, transmit power control and mobility control. Resource 
management can be executed in a centralised, semi-autonomous or fully autonomous 
(distributed) mode. The CRM is divided into to core sub-entity, namely the CRM-RC 
(“Resource control”) and CRM-RU (“Resource usage”).
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(i) CRM-RC: This sub-entity is responsible for the control, scheduling and
allocation of spectral resources. It acquires spectra resources from the 
CSM and profiles them i.e. the current channel in use would be in the 
active set while other potential channels would be in the candidate set 
and are profiled according to some QoS criteria. This saves time for 
allocation of an alternative channel when certain devices can not fulfil 
their QoS criteria. The CRM-RC is also responsible for spectrum 
mobility management in the event that mobile CR devices transit beyond 
an interference free zone. It is also responsible for “spectrum handover” 
to allow for seamless communication by cognitive radios.
(ii) CRM-RU: This sub-entity is responsible for the acquisition and
configuration of environmental parameter (i.e. spectrum sensing, 
spectrum portfolio, traffic information) for incumbent protection and 
QoS support. It supplies the transceiver module with appropriate 
configuration parameters for transmission and invokes mobility control 
mechanism depending on physical layer information and so triggers 
spectrum mobility control in the CRM-RC. It also fetches user data from 
the application layer and uploads it for transmission.
The interaction between the sub-entities of the CRM is better illustrated in figure 4 
where important logical flows have been illustrated.
2.7.2 Spectrum Sensing (SS)
Spectrum sensing refers to the way of obtaining spectra information in a particular 
location. This entity controls sensing operations, decisions and management based on 
sensing measurements and sends sensing reports to other appropriate functional 
entities requiring the use of sensing decisions. Spectrum sensing can be implemented 
in different modes, namely, centralised, semi-distributed and fully distributed. We 
have considered a fully distributed sensing operation in this thesis following a fully 
distributed mathematical frame work detailed in chapter 3 of this thesis. Results for 
the SS entity are used by the CSM for the management of the spectrum portfolio and 
also used by the CRM for the configuration of physical parameters for incumbent 
protection and cognitive QoS support.
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In chapter 3 of this thesis, we harness spectrum sensing information and execute them 
with distributed power control algorithms referred to as distributed power control with 
incumbent protection via spectrum sensing.
2.7.3 Transceiver (TRX)
This is a physical layer entity used for transmission of data, signalling and supplies 
other entities with measurement reports. This interface handles the coding and 
modulation mechanisms and tunes to the appropriate transmit power control level for 
feasibility of communications as directed by the CRM. It interfaces with the CRM and 
spectrum sensing entity (see figure 4) and also handles antenna configuration i.e. the 
use of adaptive antenna technology and configure parameters for identified radio 
access technology (RAT) i.e. Pseudo codes for CDMA etc.
2.7.4 Adaptation layer
This is responsible for harmonising flows from communicating devices using 
different radio access technology. This entity makes exchange of information possible 
between participating CR terminals using different access technology or different 
protocol standards. It also facilitates information exchange between entities at local 
and remote levels.
Figure 4 gives a concise topological view of the interaction and connection between 
different core cognitive functional entities to corroborate earlier descriptions of 
cognitive entities.
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Figure 2.3 Cognitive radio functional block
In figure 4, it can be seen that the CSM interface fetches spectrum information from 
the spectrum repository which can be accessed via a backhaul internet connection 
using protocols like HTML, XML or simple object access protocol (SOAP) [49].
2.8 Interface Description for Cognitive Entities
Here the logical interfaces that are responsible for effective communication flows and 
command between cognitive elements are described. Figure 5 shows a logical view of 
the interface enablers between entities where an abstraction is made depending on the 
homogeneity or heterogeneity of the CR device. A CR device is homogeneous if all 
the cognitive entities can communicate with each other using the same protocol which 
has been standardised as seen in the upper frame of figure 5.
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Figure 2.4 Localised Interface Communications between Entities
Since CR devices are still in the process of standardization, an adaptation layer (AL) 
is proposed for an effective local CR device interface communication. This solves the 
problem of heterogeneity within local entities as such AL module would be 
configured with diverse standards gotten from different entity design. For example, 
owing to different radio access technique (RAT), the SS module could use an energy 
detector (measure energy in a channel) and a matched detector (measure pilot signal 
in a channel); clearly these SS mechanisms have different underlying algorithm and 
so their results are presented in different formats therefore the SS-AL can harmonise 
these information and present them in a suitable format through a backplane to the 
CRM. In the same vein spectra information could be collated from different spectrum 
brokers or repository, so CSM-AL analyses and presents channel information in the 
best way possible for the CRM (see Table 6.0 for definition of interfaces).
One can also see from Figure 6 the interface communication of remote CR devices of 
the same kind i.e. using the same RAT (CDMA, OFDM, TDMA, FDMA) and the 
same entity protocol standard. This homogeneity reduces the overall complexity of 
the system and reduces latency.
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Figure 2.5 Remote Interface Communications between Entities
When remote CR devices use different RATs or different entity standards, then AL 
communication would be used for seamless communication. This thesis eschews the 
complexities of the AL and assumes homogeneity for local terminals.
Tabulalated in appendix II are different interface communication enablers according 
to their instances. One can easily see in appendix II the interface enablers and 
associated entity pair for all scenarios. This table is important to the understanding of 
the message sequence flows within the cognitive radio network.
2.9 Message Sequence Chart (MSC)
MSCs give a concise logical view of information flow and exchange within a 
communication system. MSCs have been used extensible in the understanding of 
information flows in cellular communication networks; in this thesis, novel MSCs and 
interfaces are defined for the deployment of an ad-hoc cognitive radio network. A 
separate sequence chart would however apply to different cognitive application e.g. 
cellular use of TV spectrum, cognitive femto-cell etc.
A set of suffices is herein defined, which uniquely describes the action type intended 
by an originating entity. These suffices are appended to a “primitive name” which 
describes the task (job) to be carried out.
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The suffixes are therefore denoted as:
• Request (REQ): used by one entity to convey a message requiring action to 
another entity. It simply requests the communicating entity to complete a 
given task.
• Confirmation (CNF): used by an entity to confirm to a requesting entity of 
receipt of its request. This informs the requesting entity that it has started 
action of request.
Response (RSP): Used by one entity to reply a given request upon completion 
of action (processes).
Indication (IND): This is only used express or disseminate information 
without requiring an action or response. It is only for indicative purposes.
A message between two entities therefore consist of an interface name, a primitive 
name and a suffix and is written as ” interface-name_primitive-name.suffix” i.e. 
“CMl_portfolio-udate.REQ” is used by the CRM to request for available TV channel 
from the CSM.
Appendix III gives a summary of interface communication enablers with associated 
primitive names and corresponding description of the task each performs in each row.
Within this thesis, the proposed message sequence chart for cognitive ad-hoc 
communication is grouped into the following phases:
• Portfolio acquisition and resource allocation/scheduling
• Distributed sensing operation
• Transmission phase and
• Resource release
2.9.1 Portfolio acquisition and resource scheduling phase
This phase consists of a set of message sequences that enables access to spectrum 
information and acquisition and the management of identified resources. It is obvious 
in appendix IV that the two entities which play an important role are the CSMs and
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the CRMs of CR devices. The CRM of the cluster head fetches portfolio information 
from the CSM by sending a portfolio update request.
In the event that a clear channel is unavailable (i.e. channels that can be used without 
interference considerations to the incumbents), proxy channels (spatially available 
interleaved channel) can offer an avenue for communications with strict interference 
consideration, therefore the research work presented in this thesis focuses on the 
efficient use of proxy channels. We therefore assume that the CSM responds to the 
CRM request by giving proxy channel information. The channel to use and associated 
information is then broadcast to other devices in the cluster by the cluster head. 
Associated information may include: TV transmitter location (longitude and latitude), 
TV transmitter power for the channel(s) of concern, expected coverage radius, 
interference threshold at contour etc.
The cluster head then initiates a sensing operation of the channel through the SS 
adaptation layer. Remote sensing operation via the AL is assumed to harmonise 
sensing information from devices with different sensing standards. The IND suffix as 
used in appendix IV is used to indicate that only devices with something to transmit 
should respond. What follows is a localised distributed sensing operation with 
detailed message sequence in appendix V.
2.9.2 Distributed sensing operation
The CR devices individually perform distributed sensing to get spectrum information 
i.e. the probability of detection [10] (Pd^) at their local terminals and pass this value 
to the CRM using “SSlb.Sensing.RSP” from where the iterative algorithm detailed in 
[51] is executed to induce certain environmental parameters i.e. estimated distance 
from cognitive transmitter to the incumbent contour (see details in chapter 3).
After localised sensing operation as depicted in appendix V, all CR devices send a 
sensing response to the cluster head which contains a binary digit. A binary “1” 
means that a proxy channel signal can be measured while a “0” means that it can not 
be measured. Now let’s assume that the CR devices measure to a degree of accuracy 
the Pd and sends their respective binary values to the cluster head. The numbers of
® Pd is the probability of correctly detecting signal in a target channel
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responses are counted at the fusion centre from where the number of participating CR 
terminals (N) can be deduced and broadcasted to other CR devices through 
“RMO_UpdateInformation.IND” (see appendix III and IV). At this stage all terminals 
have the requisite parameters for configuring new cognitive power constraint as 
formulated in chapter 3 of this thesis. The cognitive power eontrol algorithm 
formulated in this thesis ensures that the interference threshold limit at the incumbent 
remains unperturbed at all times.
In what proceeds, an explanation of the transmission phase is given as in appendix VI 
and shows where and how the cognitive power control algorithms detailed in 
subsequent chapters of this thesis is executed.
2.9.3 Transmission phase
Now that all local CRMs have the requisite parameters for configuration, it sends a 
“TXl_StartTranceiverOperation.IND” to the TRX with the required transmit power 
control (see appendix VI). The TRX then, runs the power control schemes detailed in 
chapter 3. A “TXI_linkMeasurment.IND” message (see appendix VI) is sent back to 
the CRM to indicate whether or not the QoS can be fulfilled or not. If its QoS can be 
satisfied, the CRM begins data transmission and sends a “RMO_ResourceUse.IND” 
message to the cluster head notifying of its current active transmission on the proxy 
channel.
If QoS can not be satisfied at some terminals, the CRM of unsatisfied terminals sends 
a “ChangeOperationalChannel” message to its CSM and the process of electing a new 
cluster head begins for unsatisfied terminals and their QoS can be achieved given an 
alternative proxy channel (see appendix VI for details).
Resource release is a vital process which can not be undermined.
2.9.4 Resource release phase
Upon completion of transmission, the CRM sends a 
“TX1 _StopTransciverOperation.IND” command to the TRX to shut it down and also 
sends a “RMO_ResourceUse.IND” command to its cluster head which now indicates 
its inactive use of channel as seen in appendix VI. The cluster head records all such
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“RMO_ResourceUse.IND” command and collates it to send to the CSM and then to 
the spectrum portfolio database to update its portfolio. The CSM may then require 
spectrum sensing on the released channel using “SSla_ SensingMeasurement.REQ” 
command to all SS entities after which the spectrum portfolio is updated accordingly.
From the framework given above, it is obvious that cognitive terminals can access the 
TV database (TVDB) to get some TV transmitter information. This is the assumption 
in the power control mechanisms proposed throughout this thesis. This thesis 
therefore harnesses database incumbent information and local spectrum sensing 
information to formulate cognitive distributed power control algorithms. The chapter 
that follows details the proposed distributed power control algorithm for cognitive 
radios which protects the incumbent users of the interleaved spectrum from excessive 
cognitive radio interference.
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Chapter 3
3.0 Cognitive Power Control
In the preceding chapter, we recapped on conventional power control 
algorithms and gave a short but concise survey of power control mechanisms in 
cognitive networks. In this chapter we endeavor to formulate a simple class of power 
control for cognitive radios based on existing cellular PC As. The algorithms, 
proposed in this section are formulated for two distinct cases namely:
• Worst case scenario: assuming a primary TV receiver in the outermost contour 
of its service area.
• Non-worst case scenario: allowing cognitive operation within noise limited 
(grade B) contour of the service area.
From the signal-processing perspective, one feature that differentiates cognitive radios 
from conventional wireless communication is the incorporation of the cognitive 
signal-processing framework. This framework applies to the secondary use of 
spectrum, where a cognitive transmitter at one location communicates with a receiver 
at some other location via a spectrum hole (or interleaved spectrum) i.e. a licensed 
sub-band of the radio spectrum that is underutilized at a particular point in time and at 
a particular geographic location.
The cognitive framework depends on two basic operations, namely:
Environment cognition: Radio scene analysis of the surrounding wireless 
environment at the receiver
Spectra resource management: This refers to dynamic spectrum management 
(allocation) of spectrum holes and transmitter power co-ordination.
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Information on spectrum holes, deciphered by the scene-analyzer at the receiver 
(usually implemented as an RF front end device), is sent to its corresponding CR 
transmitter via a feedback channel. The combination of the database manager, radio­
scene analyzer, the feedback channel, and the dynamic spectrum manager/transmit- 
power controller, and the wireless link constitutes a cognitive radio system as 
depicted in figure 3.0.
Cognitive
reasoningDatabase and 
geo-location
Enivrement
cognition
(radio-scène analyses) ► RX
Cognitive
(PHY)
TX
Figure 3.0 The cognitive radio system
The cognitive reasoning module is the entity responsible for the execution of 
cognitive algorithms such as resource allocation and transmit power control; it 
basically harnesses radio scene information and (or) database information for a 
successful cognitive operation. This thesis sheds more light on the practical 
implementation of the cognitive radio system in chapter 6.
There are two primary resources in a cognitive radio network: channel bandwidth and 
transmit power. This thesis therefore focuses on the theoretical and practical issues 
involved in the study of the cognitive transmit power controller. This chapter focuses 
on transmitter power control for two peculiar scenarios namely; worst-case and non­
worst case scenarios.
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3.1 Cognitive Power Control: Worst case scenario
The key challenge is to re-use spectrum holes such that primary networks are 
protected from interference and that the QoS of the cognitive users is guaranteed. TPC 
is a well established technique for mitigating interference in wireless networks. 
However, in cognitive radio networks (CRNs), TPC is challenging due to the strict 
interference avoidance constraints on PUs. Currently, there exist a flurry of research 
considering protection of incumbents, but to protect lUs, the transmit power of the 
CRs should be limited based on its proximity to lUs, however, in realistic scenarios; 
primary user location is difficult to obtain, moreover, the method proposed in [8] 
would be capital intensive for the primary users to implement since TV receivers are 
expected to be low cost. The cognitive system is therefore required to implement agile 
means of identifying spectra opportunities and use in an efficient and non-intrusive 
manner.
Spectrum sensing is therefore a signal processing “primer” used to identify spectra 
resources in time and space and has been identified as one of the key enablers in the 
realisation of a true cognitive system [1]. In subsequent section of this chapter, a brief 
explanation of spectrum sensing principles will be made. As most of the spectrum 
sensing techniques are based on transmitter detection, unfortunately spectrum sensing 
solely does not guarantee absolute interference free operation to the licensed users. In 
this thesis, the CR is empowered to perform TPC, whereby the power control actions 
are based on spectrum sensing results to prevent exacerbated powers propagating into 
unwanted primary domains whist maintaining substantial QoS within its own network. 
Power control based on spectrum sensing information has been discussed in [41] for 
the case of a single secondary user. However, in future CRNs, larger numbers of 
secondary transmitters and receivers can be expected, and further, is the need to 
provide QoS within this resulting secondary network.
This section of this thesis extends the approach presented in [41] for the case of 
multiple secondary transmitter and receiver pairs by enforcing tight bounds on the 
QoS of both primary and secondary users. QoS is translated to the maximum 
permissible interference limit (ITL) at the primary receivers while QoS of secondary
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users is ensured by maintaining their SINR (or Bit Error Rate) above a predefined 
threshold. This section therefore shows how interference at PUs can be limited or at 
least maintained by utilising spectrum sensing mechanisms while QoS of secondary 
users can be ensured by implementing modified versions of distributed power control 
(DPC) algorithms. In DPC algorithms, a user controls its transmitted power by 
utilising local information only; following some power updating rules [18, 20, 21]. 
However, in CRNs with explicit primary user protection, it is difficult to implement 
classical DPC algorithms since the total interference level at PUs can not be identified 
by the local information. Approaches employing feedback reporting from sensors in 
proxy of lUs [44] or genie aided [45] solutions are prone to inherent failures and 
delays therefore the primary user experiences transient and unpleasant interferences.
Autonomous Distributed Power (DPC) algorithm was developed in the CR context 
[52] with interference consideration to the primary receiver. This thesis focuses on 
utilising DPC mechanisms without feedback reporting and employs spectrum sensing 
algorithms to derive its link gain to the worst case location of the lU unlike [52] 
which assumed an arbitrary distance to worst case incumbent user. The solutions 
advanced in this thesis leads to a truly distributed framework for cognitive radios 
while ensuring that the interference environment of the incumbent user is un­
perturbed at all times.
In this thesis, the cognitive radio is harnessed with spectrum sensing capabilities and 
allowed to access TV database information (i.e. TV transmitter power and expected 
coverage) while implementing a modified DPC algorithms proposed in [52] with the 
following improvements:
(1) The cognitive radios perform localised spectrum sensing of primary TV signals 
and make individual decisions about their interference environment and link gains 
to the worst case incumbent user.
(2) Increased number of supported CR users is expected since different constraint is 
executed at individual terminals rather the same constraint being applied to all CR 
devices as in [52].
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3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation: Worst case 
scenario
Let us consider the system model of figure. 3.1, consisting of a primary TV broadcast 
system, characterised by an effective communication range called the noise limited 
radius r„/ with an effective radiating power The CRN consist of N  opportunistic 
transmit-receive pairs deployed in a randomly distributed fashion in an m x m square 
area with the CR at some at distance Di to the primary transmitter. The Euclidean 
distance between randomly distributed CRs are calculated, from where the overall 
gain matrix G of the CRN can be deduced.
This section remains consistent with notations used in section 2.1 of the preceding 
chapter. The CRN transmitter power vector is therefore defined as, Pi=[pi„p2,----PNŸ 
for and bounded by 0<pi<pmax where Pmax is the peak power. The effective
communication range of the CR transmit-receive pair is denoted as r/,/ while the 
range from transmitter to receiver is such that n j > due to the 
unpredictable random distribution of CRs and ru < 500m . Consider Di and di as the 
distance from the CR to the primary transmitter and receiver respectively and are 
derived using spectrum sensing, as explained in section 3.3 and 3.6.1.
It is assumed that CRs can access a TV database in order to get certain information 
like TV transmitter power on a particular channel, expected coverage range etc. The 
spectrum sensing and database access modes have been discussed in chapter 2, 
section 2.9 of this thesis. A “snap shot” scenario is also considered for the CRN. This 
means that the gain matrix is fixed for the period of power iteration (i.e. the power 
iteration converges much faster than the channel variation). This thesis further 
assumes a distributed scenario in which the CR transmitter knows only its channel 
to its corresponding CR receiver through a feedback channel from where 
information such as the SINR measurements are also conveyed (see figure 2.0). A 
pathloss exponent of Up=2 is assumed for the primary transmitter and Uc=4 for CRs. 
Further defined are two parameters Xp and which represent the shadow fading 
parameter for the incumbent and cognitive system and are assumed to be log-normally
distributed with zero mean and variance cji and respectively. Link gains are
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therefore represented in a general case as g(x)=x'“ X  (under pathloss and shadowing), 
where a and X  is with reference to either the incumbent or cognitive network. The 
overall aim of this research is to re-use spectrum on a non-interfering basis to the 
incumbent network, while maximising opportunistic throughput within the CRN.
A CR Transmitter (TX)
A CR Receiver
ÈÉ Worst case TV Receiver
Primary (TV) T r
Figure 3.1 System model (Worst case scenario)
At this juncture, it becomes pertinent to formulate the quality of service objective for 
cognitive co-existence. Without loss of generality, we consider an uplink adhoc based 
system for the CR network with duo QoS objectives:
(1) Interference Event {h) at incumbent user: In ensuring that QoS levels is 
unperturbed due to the CRN operation at the worst case primary receiver, the 
h  must be satisfy equation (3.1):
tE=Pn,>-nl“'^Pnl V
N
V
(3.1)
where, P„/ is the primary signal threshold power at the coverage edge beyond which 
TV signal becomes un-decodable, while t^h is the ITL at the primary coverage edge. 
Therefore, provided the primary is not in outage, the aggregate interference power 
from all CR transmitters must always be less than the ITL at the primary receiver.
Note: the expression (3.1) does not capture the effect of shadow fading. The effect of 
shadow fading is later explained in section 3.7 of this thesis.
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(2) SINR for CR user: QoS within CRN can be maintained if SINR for the CR 
terminal is greater than a predefined SINR threshold given as:
w - --------
i is the SINR at the CR terminal, is the SINR threshold and v,- is the noise
power at the CR receiver and is consistent with notations in section 2.1 except that it 
is now used in the cognitive radio context. Also notice the inclusion of incumbent 
downlink interference g(Di)) in equation (3.2). It becomes important therefore for 
CRs to be able to understand the downlink interference characteristics and make 
helpful estimation of such signals (i.e. its distribution and power) through a thorough 
radio scene analysis.
3.3 Spectrum Sensing: some preliminaries
In a cognitive adhoc radio networks, the CR receiver performs radio-scene analysis of 
the surrounding environment and sends the information extracted about the nature of 
the communication channel and TVWS (spectrum hole  ^ ) availability to a 
corresponding transmitter via a feedback channel. This deciphered information allows 
the transmitter to adaptively adjust the transmitted signal and update it’s transmit 
power. This cognition allows the CR to determine the horizon of the transmit-power 
control [41, 53].
3.3.1 Spectrum Sensing for Cognitive Radios
Spectrum opportunity identification via spectrum sensing is one of the requirements 
for devices trying to access the TV spectrum on an opportunistic basis [1, 2]. For CR 
to effectively limit its transmit power to the primary receiver, perfect knowledge of its 
link to the primary user is desirable. This is unfortunately not the case, since CRs do 
not generally know their channel and range to the primary receiver. In this thesis, CRs
 ^From this point onwards the terms TVWS or interleaved channels would be used more often rather 
than spectrum hole
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are enabled to perform spectrum sensing for idle channel identification. More to it, an 
estimate of the link gain to the primary user is derived based on statistical and 
computational tools available to us from literature using the energy detector [54, 55] 
and voting algorithms developed in [56].
Performance of the energy detector is usually characterised by two well known 
probabilities, namely, probability of false alarm (P/«) and probability of detection {Pi). 
Pfa is the probability of declaring that a channel is occupied when in fact it is vacant 
(i.e. only noise is present) and is given by [55] :
The numerator and denominator are incomplete and complete gamma functions with 
time-bandwidth product (p and decision threshold x. is therefore the probability of 
correctly detecting the primary signal in a target channel when it is truly present and 
is given as [55]:
~  Q(p (V ^  ^  Zzv ’ “^ )  (3 .4 )
Where Qç ( . , . )  is the generalised Marcum Q function [57]. A converse metric called 
the probability of missed detection {Pm,d at the CR is defined as the probability of 
declaring the primary signal is vacant when in fact it is occupied and is given by
P m , i = ^ - P d , i -
From (3.3) and (3.4) the graph of Figure 3.2 can be plotted showing the probability of 
missed detection for varying primary SNR at a predefined probability of false alarm 
using an energy detector. It is obvious that the probability of missed detection 
increases as the SNR decreases.
A high Pm means a high probability of missing the primary user, which in turn 
increases the interference vicissitude of the licensee of spectrum. On the other hand, a 
high Pf inevitably results in spectrum under utilisation, since the false-alarms increase 
the number of missed opportunities (TVWS), therefore extra care must be take in 
choosing the Pf for any given scenario.
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Plotting P,n for varying primary receive SNR at predefined Pf
Assuming that hidden node problem does not jeopardise the sensing information, it 
would always be true that the detection agility of an energy detector decreases with 
decrease in SNR. The decrease in detection probability means an increase in the 
probability of missing a primary signal which ultimately indicates spectrum 
opportunities for CR operation (assuming a perfect setting). The results in equation 
(3.3) and (3.4) are only valid for non-fading environments where statistical decisions 
are relatively predictable using the cumulative distribution functions of the central and 
non-eentral ehi-square distributions.
Emerging cognitive radio environments are highly dynamic and so would follow a 
Rayleigh distribution, therefore signal power to be measured would be exponentially 
distributed. Authors in [55] gave a closed form expression for Pd in a Rayleigh fading 
environment as in equation (3.5). This imposes tight bounds on performance of the 
energy detector.
d  , i
1
(p -  I,
^(1 +
2(1 +
r ( ^  -1)
(3.5)
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where i , is the mean SNR of TV signal at the CR receiver. It is recommended
that all CRs synchronise their quite periods so that SNR is what is sensed and not the 
SINR.
From (3.5), it is obvious that the probability of detection is a function of received 
SNR which is dependent on the incumbent transmits power and distances Di as 
represented in (3.6). It is assumed that CR terminals can look up values of incumbent 
transmit powers and other TV associated information in the TV database following 
the framework detailed in chapter 2, section 2.9.1 of this thesis.
(3.6)
3.4 Explaining key transmission parameter
This section explains the choice of certain transmission parameters. Since this thesis 
considers cognitive operation in the TV spectrum; it becomes necessary to understand 
the transmission characteristic of the television system within regulatory bounds [58]. 
The worst case would be a TV receiver operating in noise limited contours (grade B), 
receiving -72dBm incumbent signal hence CR transmission must satisfy the desired to 
undesired (D/U) ratio aecording to table 3.1 [51] below:
Service Technology Channel offset D/U Ratio (dB)
Digital
N-1 -28
N 23
N+1 -26
Analogue
N-I -14
N 34
N+1 -17
Table 3.1 D/U ratio for Co-channel and Adjacent Channel Operation
The values in table 3.1 estimate the D/U ratio for co-channel and adjacent channel 
reception under digital and analogue TV systems, where N represent a TV channel 
(8MHz UHF) of figure 1.0. Of concern to this research is the opportunistic use of the
This is called Signal to Interference plus Noise ratio in wireless research
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digital TV spectrum hence digital D/U parameters is considered. Considering co­
channel transmissions, it implies that interference from all external sources to the TV 
receiver at the noise limited contour must be < -95dBm (-72dBm-23dBm). This thesis 
therefore adopts a conservative -lOOdBm for the interference limit at worst case TV 
receivers. Aggregate cognitive transmissions, exceeding this interference limit 
threshold (ITL, t^h) would inadvertently result in serious interference violations to the 
incumbent TV receiver. Correspondingly, aggregate cognitive adjacent channel 
transmission must < -44dBm (-72dBm+28dBm) ; and is upper bounded.
3.5 Conventional Distributed Power Control for 
Cognitive Radios
One of the objectives of this thesis is to adapt already established conventional 
cellular power control algorithms for cognitive radio systems. So in this section, the 
conventional algorithms would be simply reformulated to accommodate the cognitive 
scenario. Distributed systems, implement iterative power control, which is governed 
by a set of pre-defined power updating rules to fulfil certain QOS requirements. Since 
the CR transmitter only knows its channel r,;, to its receiver and totally oblivious of 
its channel gain to other CR users , it therefore adjusts its power according to the 
perceived SINR level (ycr.i) at its receiver. Since the CR updates it’s transmit 
power according to the received SINR at its receiver, equation (3.2) (second QoS 
objective) can therefore be translated as follows:
n,j
N
Pi +
D.
+
Equation (3.7) can be represented iteratively as (3.8):
n.i •
N
k =  l,2, .
(3.7)
(3.8)
Equation (3.8) then results (3.9), which is the distributed and iterative version of (3.8) 
and is essentially the Foschini and Miljanicin algorithm of equation (2.5) in chapter 2
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except that the downlink interferenee is now modelled into the SINR function and is 
assumed to follow a log normally distribution.
P i { k  + \)=  — A: = 0,1,2,.... (3.9)
On this note, the DCPC algorithm can be re-written for the cognitive case as :
Pl ik  + l) = m m {7 'i{p(k)),  Pniax}’ A: = 1,2,... (3.10)
where :
P i i k  +  l ) =  P i ( k )  =  ' T ' - { p ( k ) )
In consonance with equation (2.7), the GDPC algorithm can be written cognitively as 
equation (3.11);
(3.11)
[ p ,  i f  ^  ( p ( A : ) ) > P m a x
Unfortunately, convention DPC algorithms can not simultaneously satisfy the duo 
cognitive QoS objective when directly applied to the cognitive framework; this is not 
surprising, since they were not designed for cognitive systems in the first place.
When DCPC and GDPC algorithms are executed within the CRN without recourse to 
the incumbent TV system as depicted in figure 3.1, they only fulfil their self QoS 
objective (as seen in figure 3.3) in terms of number of supported CR subscribers, 
however seriously contravening its moral objective and hence regulatory constraint 
(as seen in figure 3.4) which is to protect the lUs at all times.
What is proposed in thesis is a power control mechanism which solves the 
interference violation problem in figure 3.4 at all times, whilst simultaneously 
fulfilling its self QoS objective.
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Figure 3.3 CR fulfilling self objective (without cognition)
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Figure 3.4 CR defying its moral objective
Note: the simulation that produced figures (3.3) and (3.4) did not consider any form 
of localised sensing. The same distance d is applied to all CRs so that the aggregate 
interference is seen as coming from a point source.
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3.6 Conventional PCAs Employing Cognition: Worst case 
scenario
Conventional PCAs can not guarantee an interference free operation to incumbents of 
spectrum as seen in figure 3.4, therefore ways of ensuring an itch free co-existence 
becomes exigent. Autonomous distributed power control algorithm was developed in 
[52] guaranteeing interference free operation to the primary at all times. This 
algorithm is simple yet effective since CRs communication is possible even at close 
proximity to the users without raising the interference at the incumbent user beyond 
limits. If the ITL threshold {^ th) and the number of transmitting CRs are known (e.g. 
using some routing protocol [44, 59]), a further cap on the maximum individual 
cognitive powerpi^ cap can be can be conditioned as (3.12),
P i , c a p ^ ^ ^  i = l 2 ,  N (3.12)
Since each of the CR users is now constrained by (3.12), the ITL at the primary 
receiver is never violated at any distance from the worst case incumbent receiver. The 
simulation in [52] implicitly considered di « d (see figure 3.1) for all CRs; it follows 
that the same power constraint would be applied to all N  transmitting CRs. This 
approach is quite conservative. The model proposed in this thesis, relaxes this 
assumption by empowering each CR user with spectrum sensing capabilities such that 
CR users explicitly determine their respective link gains to the worst case incumbent 
receiver and as such compute their respective power constraints.
The, CRs in the boundary region of the m x m block, further away from the lU, would 
ideally, contribute lesser interference power to the incumbent user than CRs in close 
proximity. A CR transmitter at such boundary locations may therefore be able to 
communicate effectively with its receiver due to a little more predisposed power 
achievable depending on its true distance to the incumbent receiver without violating 
the ITL. This corresponds to some capacity increase within the CRN as evident my 
approach tagged DPC with Primary Protection via Spectrum Sensing (explained later). 
The sequel therefore briefly describes the explicit determination of link gains and the 
formulation of transmission power for CRs.
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3.6.1 Explicit Estimation of Distance di
Most literature assumed knowledge of link gain to Ills, therefore algorithms so 
advanced, are not readily adaptable to real life scenarios, especially when there is no 
co-ordination with the incumbent system. The solution presented here empowers the 
wireless terminal to perform spectrum sensing so as to explicitly estimate its link gain 
to the worst case lU.
Urkowitz in [54] showed using statistical analysis that the energy 7,(k) collected at the 
CR receiver in timeslot k follows the distribution of (3.13), with as the central
chi-square distribution and ZiçC^ftv) is the non-central chi-square distribution with 
2 ç) degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 2 f ^ .
Yi {k ) ~ \  z = 1,..., a  and ;r = l,....,r (3.13)
The primary signal is therefore assumed present if under Hi, 7/(k) > t  and Ho 
otherwise. In order to estimate distance di each CR performs spectrum sensing 
(measures energy Yi) in T  number of time slots and calculates I  (7,(k)) in each time 
slot such that an overall decision is made, given as (3.14):
i=l,...,iVandx-=l, T  (3.14)
[0, otherwise
After T time slots, the estimated probability of detection ^ . for the CR is then 
(3.15):
1
 ^ i = (3.15)
K = \
Once the probability of detection is estimated, an estimate on the distance from the 
CR to the primary transmitter can be derived based on the closed form expression of
equation (3.5). Since estimated P^ i « / , it suffices to say:
.-. d,. = /- '( l -P „ ,, . ,P „ ) - r„ ,  (3.16)
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where Di and di are estimated distances to incumbent TX and lU respectively. 
Figure 3.5 therefore shows how the probability of missing a incumbent signal varies 
with distance from the primary contour for various primary transmitter powers. The 
lower the primary transmission powers the better the opportunity for CRs.
With the explicit estimation formulated, we are ready to modify the conventional 
algorithm to suit the cognitive radio frame work. The sensing enable version of (3.12) 
is therefore (3.17):
Pi,cap — N
(3.17)
O
O
10
10
- P, = 80dBm
= 90dBm
■2
10 P, = 70dBm
•3
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Figure 3.5 vs. d  for Pfa = 0.01 and (p=5
3.6.2 DCPC with Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing
(DCPC-IPSS)
The DCPC-IPSS algorithm advanced here im plem ents spectrum sensing to estim ate its 
distance to the PU. Here a “snap shot” i.e. time invariant network is assumed. The iterative 
power process is therefore written as (3 .18). W hen the CRs are sufficiently far from the
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incumbent system, (3.17) would tend to increase making pi^ cap ^ Pmax, hence (3.18) ensures 
that the CR never exceeds its maximum available power.
P i { k + \ ) = r ^ m [ T ^ { p { k ) ) ,  P i , . g p , p ^ ,  k = O X % - - -  (3.18)
3.6.3 GDPC with Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing 
(GDPC-IPSS)
The GDPC-IPSS algorithm implemented here implements the same mechanism as DCPC- 
IPSS algorithm. However, like conventional GDPC algorithm, GDPC-IPSS has the ability to 
support an increased number of CR transmitters compared to the DCPC-IPSS. The power 
updating rule for GDPC-IPSS is as in equation (3.19).
T j(p (^ )), if Tj(/?(^))<min{/7,-,,^^,;?jnax} 
Pi) ^  ^  ntin| , T^ max}
Piik+l) =
where k =0, 1,2, ... and p^  is an arbitrary low power value.
(3.19)
3.7 Simulation Evaluation for DPC-IPSS Schemes: 
Worst Case scenario
Simulation parameters are given in Table I of Appendix I (a). These simulation 
parameters are used throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated. For ease of 
presenting the results thus far, the strategy adopted in this thesis is to normalise the 
distances according to equation (3.20):
‘ = .^.....^  (3.20)
1 =  1
It is readily seen from figure 3.6 that DCPC/GDPC -IPS S offers more CR subscribers 
compared to its DCPC/GDPC-IP counterpart (without sensing), since the former 
algorithm allows cognitive terminals to formulate their individual terminal power
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constraint which allows distant CRs a bit more predisposed power to fulfil their QoS 
objective as opposed to the later which levies the same power constraint on all CR 
terminals. The algorithm is seen to stabilize with distances grater than 2500m due to a 
reduction in downlink intersystem (co-channel) interference from incumbent TV TX 
and at such distances we can easily observe that the proposed algorithm behaves like 
the classical PCAs of figure 3.3. GDPC-PPSS is seen to support more CR terminals 
than DCPC-PPSS due to reduced interference levels experienced in the network. The 
cognitive nature of DCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithms is more pronounced at distances 
less than 2000 metres from the worst case lU since the algorithms allows a reasonable 
amount of CR subscribers to fulfil their QoS objective, even at close proximity to TV 
noise limited contour without violating the interference thresholds at the incumbents.
Simulation results in figure. 3.7 show that by implementing the proposed algorithm, 
ITL at incumbent receivers is never exceeded for the proposed system. The 
interference contribution at the lU is expected to decrease as the CRN is further away 
from the noise limited contour of the primary system. This assertion is consistent with 
figure. 3.7, therefore, an increase in the number of supported CR terminals should 
become evident as in figure. 3.6.
-e-D C P C -IP S S
GDPC-IPSS 
^  DCPC-IP 
GDPC-IP
1000 1500 2000 2500 a  3000 3500 4000
Estimated Distance d. (m)
Figure 3.6 CRN fulfilling self QoS objective (with cognition)
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Figure 3.7 CRN fulfilling moral QoS objective
Let’s recall equation (3.1) and notice that the right hand side expression only 
considered distance dependent pathloss channel variation. However in reality, there 
are obstacles^ in the wireless environment which introduce random variations in the 
received signal power at a given distance. Since the location, size and absorption 
properties of obstacles are generally unknown, statistical models are therefore used to 
characterise attenuation due to shadowing.
Generally, shadowing is modelled as a lognormal random variable. This random 
variable is normally distributed in dBs i.e. X^(dB) -  JV(0,cr^) with OdB mean and 
standard deviation (dB) (which depends on the propagation environment). Using 
the combined pathloss model in [60], it was observed that the mean OdB creates the 
variations about pathloss, therefore the approach would be to drop random variables 
independently for different times for each cognitive radio link. This implies that the 
shadow fading effect for the CR ( ^(dB)) is simulated in an uncorrelated manner.
The effect of shadowing therefore means that the aggregate interference 
YjieN Pi (with shadowing) reaching the incumbent contour would be reduced
compared to the results in figure 3.7. If the aggregate interference is significantly
Obstacles are man -made and natural structures i.e. buildings and hilly terrains.
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reduced at the incumbent network, then an increase in transmission opportunity is 
readily presented for the CRs within the CRN. This implies that CRs have the 
opportunity of increasing their allowable transmit powers (given in equation (3.17)) 
by an appropriately calculated margin such that the lU environment remains 
unperturbed at all times. Increased transmission opportunity therefore implies increase 
in CR capacity.
3.7.1 Cognitive DPC Schemes: an evidence of convergence
One important issue about iterative algorithms in adhoc networks is assurance on its 
convergence to a steady state. In DPC schemes, convergence to some steady power 
vector configuration is key as established in [18, 20, 21]. With the cognitive variant 
(DCPC/GDPC-IPSS), quasi convergence and quasi stability is ensured so that the 
controlled cognitive power vectors are drifted towards values in the vicinity of 
equation (3.12). Considering a snap shot process of figure 3.1, so that fast fading 
effects are averaged out, and users deployed in a random fashion within the CRN, 
employing DCPC/GDPC-IPSS schemes; without loss of generality, we consider 
cognitive uplink power control and see by simulation that the power configuration for 
user under the DCPC scheme is always greater than that of the GDPC. This shows 
the energy saving capability of GDPC-IPSS and corroborates the results in [21].
Users have been selected arbitrarily within the CRN (users 1, 2, 12 and 15) for the 
purpose of illustration. It is observed that the power configuration in the case of 
GDPC-IPSS schemes is always less than that of its DCPC-DPSS counterpart. This 
appears true for all users, since GDPC notches out users (transmitting at maximum 
power without achieving its QoS objective) in early stage of the iteration so as to 
alleviate the interference environment soon enough, giving opportunity for others to 
stay within the network with a resultant increase in overall system capacity.
This assertion is corroborated in iteration 2 of figure 3.8, where user 2 reaches the 
maximum power of lOOmW (20dBm) without reaching its SINR th resh o ld as  seen 
in figure 3.9 under the DCPC-IPSS scheme. In GDPC-IPSS an arbitrary low power is
SINR threshold is 3dB = 2 (scalar).
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assigned to user 2 to notch it out during the iteration process and so the power of user 
2 diverges to zero in the third iteration and a corresponding null SINR is achieved as 
seen in figure 3.9 at iteration 3.
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The interference alleviating property of GDPC-IPSS schemes is further evident in
figure 3.8. since user 2 is removed in the second iteration, user 1 (seen to be drifting
to maximum power under DCPC-IPSS) achieves its target SINR under GDPC-IPSS
in the third iteration as seen in figure 3.9 and so its power stabilises and converges in
the fourth and subsequent iterations, however, under DCPC-IPSS, user 1 converges to
the maximum power setting (figure 3.8) without achieving its target QoS objective as
seen in figure 3.9. Users 12 and 15 are seen to converge to a stable power vector
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configuration under DCPC/GDPC-IPSS and both fulfil their target QoS as seen in 
figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 respectively.
3.7.2 Effect of Primary TV Transmitter Power on Cognitive
Radios
In section 3.6.1 of this chapter, the effects of TV transmit power on transmission 
opportunities for cognitive radios was given and supported by simulation in figure 3.5. 
This section convenes this information on a broader perspective to see the effect of 
primary TV transmission powers on cognitive throughput expressed through 
simulation.
Generally TV transmitters have high powers hence its long range and wide coverage. 
TV broadcast systems allocate different transmit powers to channels depending on 
their intended coverage and impact (see appendix I (b) for power and channel 
allocation at the London crystal palace station). Simulation results in figure 3.10 
shows that when the incumbent transmit power (Ptv) is high, say at around 90dBm, 
there is little opportunity for CRs to fulfil their self objective in DCPC/GDPC-IPSS 
cases.
This is due to:
1) The large down link interference from the TV transmitter to the CRN
2) The high probability of detection which results in low distance di estimation at 
CR terminals and so the CR transmitters are severely limited in terms of their 
transmitting power according to equation (3.18) and (3.19).
Figure 3.10 shows that when the primary TX power is reduced (Ptv =70dBm), a 
resulting increase in cognitive capacity in terms of number of supported CR 
subscribers is observed. Therefore one factor to consider in the implementation of 
opportunistic channel allocation for CR networks is the transmit power of the 
incumbent transmitter on that particular channel. The interference environment at the 
lU is also never perturbed with the solution proposed in this thesis at any arbitrary 
power configuration of the incumbent transmitter system as seen in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10 Cognitive throughput based on primary transmit powers
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Figure 3.11 Cognitive interference based on primary transmit powers
It is further observed that the aggregate interference at lU for DCPC-IPSS at Ptv 
=90dBm and Ptv =70dBm almost approximates each other. This is an important 
observation, considering the fact that DCPC-IPSS (Ptv =70dBm) supports more users 
than DCPC-IPSS (Ptv =90dBm), one would expect the interference level in the former 
to be significantly higher than the later. This however turned out not to be the case 
since users under the DCPC-IPSS (Ptv =90dBm) case exhibit a higher power 
configuration level at any iteration compared to when Ptv =70dBm. This is even more 
evident in GDPC-IPSS where GDPC-IPSS (Ptv =70dBm) supports more users than
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GDPC-IPSS (Ptv =90dBm) as in figure 3.10, however at distances greater than 2000m 
in figure 3.11, the interference environment in the later surpasses the former. This 
leads us to proposition 3.0 below:
Proposition 3.0:
Let PD iik) and P cjik ) ,  represent the power configurations for the user for
D C P C -IP S S  and G D P C -IP S S  respectively when P tv=90dB m  and in the same vein, 
PQi(k),mdpQi(k) when Ptv=70dB m . It therefore follows that:
Pj) i{k)>p0 i{k)\/i at iteration k and correspondingly pQi{k)>pQi{k)\/i at
iteration k provided the user is not notched out at any stage k of the iterative 
process.
Proposition 3.0 is further strengthened in figure 3.12 where users 12 and 15 are 
chosen arbitrarily for illustrative purpose. It is evident that the power configuration 
for each cognitive user is far less when Ptv =70dBm compared to when it is 90dBm in 
all DCPC-IPSS cases. The same assertion is true for GDPC-IPSS cases as seen in 
figure 3.13 for cases where the user is not notched out during the iterative process. In 
figure 3.13, user 12 fulfils corollary 3.0, however user 15 differs due to the heavy 
downlink interference from the TV transmitter at Ptv=90dBm, so user 15 is notched 
out in this regime.
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Figure 3.12 Cognitive power iterations under high and low incumbent powers 
configurations (DCPC-IPSS case)
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Figure 3.13 Cognitive power iterations under high and low incumbent powers 
configurations (GDPC-IPSS case)
3.7.3 Quantifying Cognitive Throughput in Adjacent TV 
Channels
Section 3.4 explains the allowable transmission levels for cognitive operation using 
the interleaved spectrum. Following the D/U ratio for desired TV reception, an ITL of 
-lOOdBm and -44dBm was conservatively formulated for cognitive transmission on 
co-channels and adjacent channels respectively. Figure 3.14, shows the increased 
capacity available to the CRN when transmitting on an adjacent channel of a 
neighbour TV system (this also corroborates the work in [48]). However with distance 
further away from the incumbent contour, the channel for transmission (whether co or 
adjacent) simply does not have any benefit at all since the channels is observed as 
clear (clear from downlink TV interference).
The increased CR base in adjacent channels is as a result of the reduced interference 
limit threshold of -44dBm which the TV system is able to tolerate. Figure 3.15 further 
shows that with the approach proposed in this thesis, the interference limit for both 
co-channel and adjacent channel operation is never violated at any point in time.
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Figure 3.15 Fulfilling moral objective under adjacent and co-channel operation
3.8 Conventional PCAs Employing Cognition: Non­
worst case scenario
In the preceding sections, the approach presented in [41, 52] was extended for the 
case where multiple CR terminals individually estimate their channel to the worst case 
lU and coupled with some readily available information to formulate respective TPC 
algorithm [53]. The algorithms previously proposed in this thesis are fully distributed 
PCAs with incumbent protection via spectrum sensing and has the ability of ensuring
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that the lU environment remains unperturbed at all times with the opportunity of 
increased number of CR users.
The approaches in [41, 52, 53] and references therein, however considered worst case 
placements of incumbent receivers as in figure 3.1. Worst case scenarios considers the 
aggregate interference contributions by multiple CRs to the nearest co-channel 
incumbent receiver to it, therefore CRs are denied access to the extra capacity 
achievable when lU system is able to tolerate more interference or in partial outage 
due to its planning i.e. grade B or noise limited contours are usually planned to cover 
50% of locations, 90% of time following the F(50,90) curve [61], therefore the 
remaining 50% of locations which may be in outage can therefore be accessed by CRs.
Worst case (WC) analysis generally trades optimality for robustness; therefore this 
section of this thesis eschews such conservative approach and provides a more 
efficient solution with strict interference consideration to lUs. Worst case analysis 
requires that the incumbent outage must be greater than 90% before CRs can be 
allowed to access licensed spectrum. Such power control strategy only provides an 
upper bound on the total number of CR terminals that can be supported. The 
remaining part of this chapter focuses on the formulation of a stochastic power control 
procedure based on incumbent outage information, which allows CRs to access 
spectrum when the incumbent is not totally in outage. To allow for fully distributed 
framework, CR terminals are given the prerogative of estimating incumbent outage 
information using spectrum sensing results. It is shown that even when worst-case 
conditions are eschewed, a degree of CR terminals can still be accommodated 
depending on incumbent outage probability (lOP) without degrading the interference 
limit at the nearby TV receivers. The model presented here incorporates shadow 
fading as with previous formulations and assumes that fast fading is compensated by 
using appropriate coding and interleaving process.
The benefits of this approach are manifolds:
1) It is a purely distributed approach and therefore very suitable for the CRN
2) It provides for explicit incumbent protection at all times
3) It is “optimal” as well as robust since the transmit power control (TPC) 
strategy is formulated based on lOP
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4) It provides for increased spectrum efficiency hence more supported CR 
terminals since worst case analysis is relaxed.
Still in the framework of this thesis, the conventional distributed TPC algorithms are 
modified and the approach presented previously [53] is extended using a novel 
stochastic power constraint based on lOP for increased spectrum utilisation within the 
cognitive framework.
3.8.1 System Model and Problem Formulation: Non-worst 
case scenario
The model and problem formulation for worst case system model was presented in 
section 3.2. This section presents the system model and formulation for a non-worst 
case scenario where the CRN is allowed to benefit from the extra capacity due to TV 
broadcast planning. As with, section 3.2, the same QoS objectives are levied on 
cognitive radios; however, the Interference Event ( I e )  at the lU is reformulated in 
terms of probabilities as in equation (3.21):
l E = P ( { P r > P „ i ) n ( I „ < ^ , h ) )  (3.21)
where Pr is the received incumbent signal power given as Pr=Ptv g(rni) Xp and Pni is 
the incumbent signal threshold power at the noise limited contour beyond which TV 
signal becomes un-decodable. 1er is the aggregate interference contribution to the lU 
by CRs and is modelled as lci=^Pi g{di) Xc. The Interference Temperature Limit (ITL) 
&  is as earlier defined. Therefore, equation (3.21) implies that provided the 
incumbent user is not in outage, the aggregate interference power from all CR 
transmitters must always be less than the ITL at the incumbent receiver.
The same moral objective of equation (3.2) remains the same in this regime and all 
parameters defined in section 3.2 remains the same with new parameters introduced 
where appropriate.
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Figure 3.16 System model (Non-Worst case scenario)
3.8.2 Stochastic Power Constraint for Cognitive Radios
The worst case constraint presented earlier projects a quite conservative approach 
which denies the CRN of extra capacity disposable depending on the lOP. This 
section proposes a new constraint [62] for cognitive PCAs (DCPC/GDPC-IPSS) 
which depends on the incumbent outage probability at regions around the grade B 
contour of a TV system. The left hand side of equation (3.21) therefore models the 
outage criterion for an incumbent receiver at a grade B contour. lout is therefore 
defined as the probability that the received TV signal at some distance D/ falls below 
Pni under pathloss and shadowing expressed as lout= P{Pr < So that:
(3.22)
We now have Py =Ptvg{D^ Xp = Ptv (f'\l-Pm,i)Ï^^Xp . Notice that the link gain is now 
a function Di so that the CR terminal has the prerogative of estimating the lOP itself 
since it is capable of sensing the incumbent signal.
Generally speaking, if given a normal random variable X , the probability
that % > % is as given in equation (3.23) [57] :
P(% >x) = G
 ^x - j h
I (T
(3.23)
where:
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Q(co) = exp
2V y
dx
Within this framework, let’s consider the CR experience of the incumbent signal as a 
normal random variable such that the incumbent outage probability in (3.22) can be 
approximated as (3.24) below following similar analysis in [63].
h u t  = l - < 2 (3.24)
Note that all the elements in Q are expressed in (Log scale). Where the Q function is 
the right tail probability of a standard normal random variable.
Following the same analysis, the right hand side of the equation (3.21) can be 
modelled accordingly. The whole idea is to put a bound on CR TX power so that each 
TX can not exceed a new non worst case power constraint pinwc, at any point in time 
such that Cr =Vpnwc 4-2fcr ^  , then:
^^th - P n w c ~
= 1 -0
^ t h ~ X -  Pnwc - lO lo g  ^ ( / ( I  -  ) “  ^ nl )
(3.25)
From equation (3.21), it is obvious that the two conditions occur independently of 
each other (i.e. the TV system is oblivious of secondary transmission) hence, their 
transmission is assumed to be statically independent of each other and therefore can 
be solved in a joint probability sense:
-(l-4w r)*
{
1 - Ô
V V
? th ~ X ~  Pnwc “  lO log g  ( / ( I  -  ) -  ^ n/ )
w
JJ
So that the new non worst case power constraint pnwc is as in equation (3.27):
(3.26)
-  é/î ~ lOlog g ( / ( I  -  )+ CT^ Ô,-l 1-
1-7.out J
(3.27)
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The DCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithms can now be modified by giving a power bound 
based on this new stochastic power constraint and call them DCPC/GDPC-IPSS with 
Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing under stochastic power constraint [62]. It 
is readily observed that lout ^ 0.9, the stochastic power constraint (3.27) reduces to 
worst case constraint equation (3.12) after transformation to scalar or vice-versa.
3.8.3 DCPC-IPSS under non worst-case Power Constraint
The iterative power updating process under the new stochastic constraint is therefore 
written as (3.28):
+ = ^ = 0,1,,.. (3.28)
The DCPC-IPSS algorithm advanced here implements spectrum sensing to estimate 
its distance to the incumbent receiver. When the CRs are sufficiently far from the XU 
system, equation (3.28) would tend to increase making Pmax, hence (3.28)
ensures that the CR never exceeds its maximum power, therefore equation (3.28) 
reduces to the convention DCPC algorithm as di becomes large.
3.8.4 GDPC-IPSS under non worst-case Power Constraint
Akin to conventional GDPC algorithm, GDPC-IPSS has the ability to support an 
increased number of CR transmitters compared to the DCPC-IPSS with obvious 
reduction in the incumbent interference environment as evident in figure 3.16 and 
figure 3.17 (note that these figures are culled from figures 3.6 and 3.7). The power 
updating rule for GDPC-IPSS under non-worst case lU placement is as in equation 
(3.29).
( A ,  rf Pmax)
Where z=I,2,.. .N ,k= 0,1,2, and Pi is an arbitrary low power value.
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3.9 Simulation Evaluation for DPC-IPSS Schemes: 
non worst-case Scenario
In worst case (WC) scenarios, CRs are only allowed to access spectrum where an 
outage exist for the lU i.e. hut ^  0.9, which results in tight bounds on the number of 
supported CRs at any distance d from the lU contour as in figure 3.16. With the non­
worst case (NWC) analysis proposed in this section, it is evident from figure 3.18 that 
an appreciable number of CR users can be supported even when the incumbent 
system is not in total outage i.e. 7owf<0.9.
It can be seen in figure 3.19 that the CR interference is an increasing function of hut 
since the number of supported CR terminals increases with an increase in incumbent 
outage, particularly due to its operation within the degraded grade B area. This effect 
stays the same in worst case scenario when the CRN is in close proximity to the 
Incumbent network, however the interference environment decreases with further 
spatial separation, therefore it becomes obvious (see figure 3.19) that our approach 
whilst been “optimum”, is robust since the ITL is never exceeded at the lU.
One can further see from figure 3.18 that hut=0.9 gives approximately the same 
number of supported CRs compared to the worst case result of figure 3.16 at 
J=I000m and 2000m as expected from the expression (3.27). The capacity 
enhancement capability of GDPC-IPSS becomes apparent as CRN moves further 
away from the lU as seen in figure 3.16 and figure 3.18 at ^?=2000m, however with 
degraded performance when J=I000m as in figure 3.16 and hut"^ 0.4 as in as in figure 
3.18 due large interference from the incumbent network.
With the stochastic approach delivered in this section, it is evident that the 
interference vicissitude of the incumbent network remains unperturbed at all times, 
thereby offering a robust as well as a spectrally efficient solution for the cognitive 
frame work. DCPC/GDPC-IPSS are therefore a viable scheme for the realisation of a 
fully distributed cognitive radio system.
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Figure 3.18 CRN fulfilling moral objective under worst case (WC) regime
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Figure 3.20 CRN fulfilling moral objective under non-worst case (NWC) regime
3.10 Chapter Summary
This chapter has dealt with the impending issue of CR co-existence with incumbent 
systems using transmit power control mechanisms to solve the interference problem 
to incumbent TV systems in a disparate domain. It has been demonstrated that a direct 
application of classical power control algorithms to the cognitive framework does not
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solve the interference problem to incumbents, so the work herein presented, 
formulated new bounds on transmit powers for cognitive radios based on environment 
cognition which ensures that the interference environment at the incumbents is never 
violated while concurrently maximising capacity within the cognitive radio network. 
This chapter solved the interference problem by considering a worst case scenario and 
a non-worst case scenario. The former laid the foundation for the proposed algorithm 
where CR transmit powers are formulated based on environment cognition (spectrum 
sensing) and is shown to offer an appreciable spectral advantage over classical and 
presumptuous models. The later is an improvement on the former where statistical 
models where used to formulate new transmit power bounds based on incumbent 
outage probability. In the non-worst case regime the CR terminals are allowed the 
prerogative of estimating the incumbent outage information after which the stochastic 
power constraint can be applied.
DCPC/GDPC-IPSS under incumbent outage constraint is seen to offer an improved 
performance compared to worst case analysis employed in most literature allowing 
the CRN to access the extra capacity due to the incumbent outage information.
Under the worst case regime, analysis showed that the power control vector 
configuration for CRs is directly dependent on the incumbent transmitter power. 
Interestingly it was observed that cognitive power configuration at each iteration 
when high power co-channel TV transmitter is considered is always higher compared 
to when a low power co-channel TV transmitter is considered. The importance of this 
analysis is in the practical implementation i.e. the cognitive system should prioritise 
the available channels based on the power the incumbent TV transmitter exacts on the 
channels. Analysis was also done for the use of adjacent TV channels and it was not 
surprising to see the magnitude gains in terms of increased CR subscriber base 
compared to when co-channel spectrum is used.
The algorithms presented here are DCPC-IPSS and GDPC-IPSS with the promise of 
guaranteeing safe cognitive co-existence with incumbents using the interleaved 
spectrum at all times coupled with the ability to maintain a reasonable number of 
supported CR subscribers within its network.
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Chapter 4
4.0 Mobility Driven Power Control: A Review
This chapter offers an interesting perspective to the power control protocol with 
respect to instances when communicating devices are allowed transitive transmissions 
within a defined service area. In such situations where the network is typified by non- 
stationary patterns, unprecedented dynamics changes takes an adverse toll on the 
power control algorithms and may culminate in a non responsive and chaotic system. 
This is particularly more challenging in adhoc based networks where the control 
efforts to regulate the SINR to a desired threshold level proves very abortive.
One critical assumption in the FMA [18], its variants [17, 21] and its cognitive 
variants [45, 52, 53, 62] is that the link gains of the terminals are stationary for the 
duration for which the algorithm converges; this is however not the case in realistic 
scenarios where terminals are subject to mobility patterns. As at the time the research 
detailed in this chapter was carried out, and after an extensive search, it was observed 
that there exists no work that has addressed in entirety the mobility patterns of CRs at 
the physical layer (PHY). The work contained in this chapter therefore endeavours to 
further solve the interference problem to lUs and QoS issue for CRs by considering 
random channel variations within the cognitive radio network, hence solving the TPC 
problem in a mobility driven context. The problem would be more challenging within 
the CR framework since at every discrete instant of time; CR terminals must ensure 
that the ITL at the lU remains unperturbed at all times. It is shown in this thesis that 
the cognitive power control detailed in chapter 3 [53, 62] results in increased levels of 
interference with no supported CR terminal in mobile environments.
In the field of mathematics, chaos theory [64] studies the behaviour of dynamic 
systems (i.e. time varying systems) with usually non-deterministic horizons.
Chao can be characterised into two:
• Randomness behaviour
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• Sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
The first point deals with chaotic systems exhibiting some sort of randomness, 
unpredictable haphazard time evolutions and consequently tries to measure chaos in 
terms of randomness. The second point treats the problem of chaos assuming strong 
dependence on initial conditions which leads to the study of trajectory properties in 
phase space (probability space^^) and consequently their exponential stability.
The second point forms the framework upon which the power control algorithms 
presented here build upon.
In general, for a dynamic system to be classified as chaotic, if would exude the 
following properties:
1) It must be Topological transitive
2) Its periodic orbit must be dense
3) It must be sensitive to initial conditions
A topological transitive system is without appeal to measure, only topological 
configuration in state phase and state space and exhibit a continuous mapping (or 
evolution function) f: G ^  G. The orbit is therefore a collection of points related by 
the evolution function, so the term periodic as applied means the considered dynamic 
system must exhibit some measurable distinguishable patterns. Therefore 
topologically transitivity does not imply orbital “densitivity”. Sensitivity to initial 
conditions therefore implies that each point in the orbital space exhibit patterns which 
can be arbitrarily approximated relative to other points with distinct future trajectories. 
As a consequence of Sensitivity to initial conditions, it means that analysis of 
dynamic systems starts with only a deterministic amount of information about the 
system which becomes obsolete with time progressions.
To compensate for user mobility and channel variability in conventional cellular 
networks, initial studies in [65] revealed that the target QoS reference must be scaled 
considerably higher than the theoretical target QoS measure used during stationary 
conditions and further gave numerical analysis in [66] on the appropriate scale up 
factor to use. The study in [65, 66] were investigated for slow fading environments
This is a measure, preserving dynamic systems and a measure preserving the transformation of it. 
Assume a topological space G s G, G is called dense if for every point in t, G is in the neighborhood 
ofG .
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and therefore was advanced in [67] for the case of Rayleigh fading by constructing a 
fast time variant distributed power control algorithm. Recent studies, like those 
investigated in [68, 69], use stochastic approximations to model the time variability in 
the FMA by proposing the Lyapunov exponent as a key condition for convergence 
rather than the Perron-Frobenius Eigen value used in static systems. The problem of 
chaos in [68] was solved from the perspective of randomness and not a strong 
dependence on initial conditions . Authors in [70, 71] also proposed an exponentially 
converging algorithm which employs control theory to compensate for mobility in the 
mobile wireless environment.
This thesis remains consistent with [65-67], since this work used channel prediction 
models which can be more easily and realistically modelled with strong reference and 
dependence on initial conditions. We investigate appropriate scale up factor for CR 
terminals since they are mostly affected by downlink interference from the Incumbent 
network and co-channel interference within the CRN and give concise mathematical 
proof of convergence of the power control algorithm (PCA) which was not provided 
in [65-69]. Ultimately, distributed PCAs would be proposed for CRs with incumbent 
protection via spectrum sensing for mobile cognitive users, which copes well in slow 
fading channels such that interference levels at the worst case lUs is never exceeded 
just like in the stationary CR case investigated in chapter 3 of this thesis [53, 62].
4.1 Model and Problem Statement Mobility driven case
In this section, the system model for the mobile CRN is presented where CR 
transmitters are considered to be moving with some velocity (v) within the CRN and 
are subject to fading variations. Throughout this thesis the words, mobile, non- 
stationary and time variant would be used interchangeably and correspondingly; 
Immobile, stationary and time invariant.
4.1.1 MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT: Mobile CR user case
We consider the system model of figure 4.1, consisting of a primary TV broadcast 
system, with consistent incumbent parameters as stated in section 3.2. The CRN (as
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before) consist of N  opportunistic transmit-receive (TX-RX) pairs deployed in a 
randomly distributed fashion in an n x n square area. Now the CR is at some time 
instant (t) a distance Di(t) and di(t) to the primary TX and worst case receiver 
respectively. Time dependent Euclidean distances between randomly distributed CRs 
are calculated, from where the gain matrix G(0={g/j(0} with time evolution can be 
deduced, where gij is the link gain from the TX to RX. Also define ||G(0|| as the
spectra norm of matrix G at time t, IXI as absolute values of elements of X and [X]^ as 
the transpose of the matrix. The effective communication range of an CR TX-RX 
pair is denoted as and is bounded by , while the range from TX to RX is 
rij such that > n j .
The distances Di(t) and di(t) are derived using spectrum sensing. A pathloss exponent 
of ttp is assumed for the primary TX and Ucr for CRs. Link gain is previously defined 
asg(%) = where S is the slow fading parameter and a is a general pathloss
representation. In mobility driven environments, the signal is successfully decoded at 
a receiver at any time r > 0 if the Signal to interference + noise ratio (SINR), i at
the receiver is greater than or equal to a given SINR threshold in (4.1).
, = 1,2....,.,a.
iVy,;=l
The time dependent CR power vector is therefore, i^{\)=\pi{t),p2{t),....pN{t)Ÿ and 
bounded by maximum power i.e. 0 <pi {t)<pmax- H is assumed that the incumbent 
interference and noise v, are time invariant since their statistical properties do not vary 
significantly with small distances [56].
It is also assumed that fast fading caused by multipath is adequately compensated for 
by appropriate coding and interleaving process. Furthermore, due to the relative 
motion of a transmitter with respect to its corresponding receiver, an effect known as 
the frequency Doppler shift do occur. Doppler causes the frequency to appear 
changed. The difference between the frequency on which a signal is received at time 
ÎQ and future time, t>ÎQ is referred to as the Doppler spread. Typical Doppler
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spreads are between 0-250Hz for mobile eellular eommunieations [72]. The reception 
signal and echoes influenced by Doppler shift contribute to inter-carrier interference 
(ICI). The effect of ICI is therefore assumed to be compensated for by special 
techniques of signal processing [73]. In this thesis, it is assumed that the Doppler 
spread is much less than the transmitted symbol bandwidth (8MHz TV channel) and 
therefore the coherence time^^ is much more greater than the symbol duration. This 
assumption is consistent with the property of a slow fading channel which is assumed 
in this chapter.
Primary (TV) Transmitter
%CR Transmitter(TX)
•  CR Receiver (RX) 
Displaced CR TX
orst case TV receiver
n
I  /v (()
/"cdriri A .
di (t)
Did)
Figure 4.1 System model with mobile CR terminals
The QoS Criteria for CR co-existence therefore becomes time dependent with time 
dependent Interference Expectation, h it)  at lU as (4.2):
N
V
(4.2)
where all parameters has been previously defined in section 3.2 of this thesis. 
Therefore, provided the primary is not in outage, the aggregate interference power 
from all CR TXs at anytime {t) must always be less than the ITL at the incumbent TV 
receiver.
Coherence time is a statistical measure of the time duration over which the channel is invariant.
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The QoS objective within the CRN also becomes time dependent as in (4.3):
— — >y^ i= l2 , ......N
(4.3)
where p = p*(t) > 0  are the pareto optimal powers (i.e. steady state powers) with
respect to every realisation of the gain matrix such that the SINR for the CR is 
always greater or equal to a predefined SINR threshold at anytime t.
The power control algorithm (PCA) proposed in this thesis therefore further ensures 
that the interference environment at the lU is never exceeded even in the presence of 
user mobility and varying channel gains. It is worth iterating that the aim of this 
chapter is to re-use spectrum holes on a non-interfering basis to the primary network, 
while maximising throughput within the CRN owing to spatio concurrent channel 
usage.
4.2 Mobility Driven Distributed Power Control: 
Proof of Convergence
Convergence of distributed algorithms and the time it takes to reach a steady state is a 
very important issue in ad-hoc wireless communications. This is particularly more 
important in distributed power control algorithms DPC, DCPC, GDPC schemes and 
their performances in a mobility driven environment. This section deals with a 
mathematical proof of convergence in wireless networks and tries to fill the gaps in 
literature [66-68, 70, 71] where convergence was not dealt with or perhaps 
insufficiently solved. The convergence is proved applying the theory of strong 
dependence on initial conditions hence its exponential convergence.
Now let G = {gij(t), r > 0} Ç 91  ^ be an independent and identically distributed (iid)
sequence of the NxN  dynamic matrix, so that the state space coincides with a set of 
non-negative real numbers at any transition, { /  : gÿ(0) gÿ(l) i-» g^(2) ...}. The
mobility driven DPC (FMA) algorithm is as in (4.4) with y<,, , (0 given in (4.1):
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Pi ( t  +  l )  =  — t = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... (4.4)
where t  refers to the time evolution so that iteration k e  t. The question about the 
performance of the DPC algorithm in non-stationary mobile environments is raised. 
Main performance indicators of dynamic systems are stability and convergence. Let 
the PCAs be represented by the function p = /(gÿ(Q ) where gyO) is as earlier
defined for t > 0. Now suppose /(g^(r), r) has a Pareto optimal solution (or in its
neighbourhood) at origin, r = 0, then the following is true:
Lemma 4.1:
(a) The mobility driven PCAs are lyapunov stable [68, 74, 75] at t=0 and 
asymptotically stable if the lim ||g.. (r)|| < 0 for every t > 0 .
(b) The algorithms would not only converge but do so exponentially at the rate 
ûj||gî/(0)||e“^  ^(with known co and X) since ||g,y(o||< zy||gÿ(0)||e“^^  forV,r > 0.
Since asymptotic stability is necessary for convergence, the need therefore arises to 
employ, the lyapunov exponent (If) as a proof of convergence. If 
H(t) = = and H .fi)  = 0 is a stationary and ergodic sequence
(ti(0 defined likewise as in section 2.2.1, equation 2.3 ) such that £)[log|H(0)||]^ <o°, 
the lyapunov exponent of the state process H(r) = {Hy (t), r > 0} c  91  ^ is given as:
4  =  lim (■' log (||H{0)H(1)...H(/)||) < 0  (4 .5 )
Proposition 4.1:
Provided £[log||H(0)||]^ <°o and E[log||'n(0)||]^ <«« then the lyapunov exponent,
Xp <0 exist almost surely forVr > 0 , hence the DPC algorithm of equation (4.4) 
converges absolutely surely (a.s) with the optimal power vector P*(0) as t—>oo and 
diverges otherwise.
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Note that a more negative Xp indicates a perfectly converging system while 
Xp = 0  indicates a steady state system and Xp > 0  suggests a divergent system.
Proof of proposition 4.1; see proof in Appendix VII
To further proof the convergence of the algorithms, it is necessary to bind the 
spectrum of the dynamic gain matrix by applying the Gershcgorin circle theorem [76]
(i.e. ensuring a dense periodic orbit of the gain matrix evolution). This brings us to 
lemma 4.2 as below
Lemma 4.2:
All Eigen values of H(r) lies within at least of the Gershcgorin
disc [76] whereRi(t) = ^ Hij(t),ie N ,t> 0 .
Now, suppose every instance of H(r) is positive and semi-definite for all t>0, i.e. 
elements of H(t) >0 then by applying lemma 4.2, one can easily observe that for a
feasible system at origin (r=0) the Eigen value max(|y^(0)| )<l • Since 77,,(f) = 0 ,
Hy (t) < 0 and non-negative (given that g^  ^»  gy ), then it suffice to say that 
max(i7.;(0 + R/(0)<h Vr>0,  exist almost always and the Eigen values of vi^ co) is 
always surely bounded in the interval of the Gershcgorin disc C, (0,R,(0} , 
therefore the PCA algorithm converges in distribution for all t>0.
It can be conclude that so far I f  < 0 and its spectrum bounded by the Gershcgorin 
disc, the power control algorithms converges absolutely surely in mobility driven 
environments.
Proposition 4.2:
Provided Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 holds truly and the power control algorithm is updated 
according to (4.4) or the time varying version of (3.10) and (3.11), then:
l^^[logr'cr,/(0] = E[log7,J Vr>0,ie{l,2,....,A^} (4.6)
Proof of Proposition 4.2: See proof in Appendix VIII
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Although the power control algorithms have been proven to converge in random 
channels, authors in [68], correctly pointed out, that the SINR QoS requirement is 
never met in non-stationary wireless environments as with proposition 4.2, since the 
algorithms now aim for E[log ;^  ^J  = E[log , rather than , = y^ y . The reason
is because, the power update cycle converges slightly slower that the channel 
variations, which makes it almost impossible to fulfil cognitive self service objective. 
It is therefore necessary to model environmental channel variations as it impacts on 
the link gain evolution and incorporate the information into our PCA to ensure better 
stability, convergence and target QoS fulfilment.
4. 3 Link Gain Evolution
When CR terminals are allowed to transit within the network, the time dependent gain 
matrix is therefore subjected to distance dependent pathloss and a correlated shadow 
(slow) fading process which can be modelled as:
= S i j ( t )  (4.7)
Syjit) is a lognormal random variable with log mean /// and log variance of r^^(dB).
Since it is easier to work in scalar domain rather than in log domain, the general 
practice is then to standardize Syj(t) to which is a standard normal (Gaussian)
random variable with mean /// =0 and variance of  ^as in (4.8);
Ni j ( t )  = ^ \ o g S i j ( t )  (4.8)
In [77], an exponential correlated function of the time varying slow fading process 
was proposed and is given as:
+ 0  = Ni j(tQ) . e + ^ l - e  (4.9)
where u is the normalized velocity given as u=2v/A, v, being the mean CR TX 
velocity, A  is an environmental dependent constant which is the effective correlation 
distance of the slow fading process, while is an independent standard normal
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random variable. Therefore and are independent of each other and
exhibit stationary ergodic sequences of random channel gain matrices such that the 
statistical properties i.e. mean and variances, do not vary with time following a 
sufficiently long sample of the process. Hence we assume that the CR terminals move 
with a constant velocity for the time variant case.
To model the channel gain evolution , we take to be an arbitrary time reference, so
that at time f > ^ ^ n  asymptotic representation of the distance dependent and shadow
fading process can be derived as a correlated process after a series of expansion and 
given as [66]:
’’u"' + 0  = a / '  (to ) + o(ut) (4.10)
(4.11)
where o(x) is lirrix-^ oo o(x)/x=0 and c=(<7/10j./w(10). After mathematical 
manipulations, we have a time evolving gain matrix of (4.12):
& w (to + 0  = g /j  (to ) w (0 . VÜ7) (4.12)
where c. is a normally distributed random variable with the distribution
!N(f),c.4 ut).
Remark 4.1:
For a short time horizon? > ?q , the link gains can be observed to be a weighted sum of 
its previous value and an independent normal distributed random variable. So 
gÿ(?Q +?) is random with reference to any realisation of gÿ(?o) and its variance 
increases linearly with any time progression of (?).
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4.4 Distributed Power Control for Cognitive 
Radios: Mobile user case
Many of the power control algorithms in literature are based on the assumption that 
users are stationary and hence link gains in the wireless environment are not varying 
for the duration of the convergence of the algorithm; however, these assumptions fails 
when the terminals become mobile and are subject to random fading environments, 
lets now refer to the non-stationary model of figure 4.1 and see that when CR TXs are 
allowed to change their physical locations, so would the link gains. The problem then 
is to be able to fulfil the interference condition of equation (4.2) at any time t >  to, {to 
being the reference time instant) as well as its own self objective in (4.3). With the 
background knowledge, we are now ready to propose power control algorithms for 
non-stationary cognitive radio network.
4.4.1 Distributed Power Control in a Random Channel with 
Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing
The power control here is built upon the, DCPC (2.6) and GDPC (2.7) and the 
cognitive adapted algorithm DCPC-PPSS (3.18) and GDPC-PPSS (3.19). The time 
varying SINR of (4.1) can be re-written to accommodate the time evolving gain 
matrix as (4.13) below:
T ,  Py(% + (4-13)
The model for CRs in a random and highly varying wireless environment is hitherto 
advanced. Note that the CR terminals are subject to mobility conditions which lead to 
a varying gain matrix G, the resultant DCPC algorithm is called the Mobility 
driven(M), DCPC-IPSS algorithm written as MDCPC-IPSS and is expressed in
(4.14):
Pi(?o + ?) = min jpmax’7th - Pu,i(% + 0, j ,  tQ<t<t* (4.14)
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where Pu,i{to+t) is as in (4.15):
N
(4.15)
While the resultant GDPC algorithm is called the Mobility driven (M) GDPC-IPSS 
algorithm also written as MGDPC-IPSS as in (4.16):
Pj(?0+?)-
Yth-Pu i^tQ+t), if %^.PM,;(?o+0^min
p, if %.Pw,f(^0+0>mm
N
N
’Pmax
'Pnm
(4.16)
For, tQ < t < t , where the threshold time t serves as a refining parameter so that the 
power updating process always converges within the given time frame.
Remark 4.2
Given a time reference ?Q, where power vectors are initialised as 
pito)=[pi(to),p2(to),..,pNito)Ÿ, we examine the iterated powers in (4.14) and (4.16) for 
? > ?o > 0 given the gain matrix realisation at origin i.e. the iterated powers given the
sub-G-field at time ?q •
The algorithm (4.14), (4.16) hold for time varying link gains, unfortunately these 
algorithms do not support any CR user given any distance from the lU as seen in 
figure 4.3. (a) for MDCPC/GDPC-IPSS (y^OdB, ?*=10ms.), since the PCA struggles 
to keep up with constantly changing gain matrix. To cope with outdated conditions, 
the solution is to scale up the required SINR target. The sequel demonstrates how the 
cognitive PCA fulfils its QoS objectives and as such copes with the outdated 
information.
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4.5 Mobility driven Power Control for Cognitive 
Radios with Incumbent Protection via 
Spectrum Sensing (MPC-IPSS)
This subsection introduces the PC algorithm that fulfils the QoS for the CRs and 
interference constraint at lU in non-stationary cases. It is therefore best to formulate 
the QoS requirement for the CRN first before introducing the algorithm that copes 
with the duo QoS constraint.
4.5.1 Probabilistic Formulation of QoS within the CRN
The QoS requirement has to probabilistic to account for evolution in the link gains, 
therefore the conditional probability given the gain matrix and powers at time to will 
satisfy (4.17):
(4.17)
where C is a given positive parameter.
Remark 4.3:
If (4.17) holds for every time ?o, then the QoS is maintained within the CRN at any 
moment t>to assuming ideal conditions where convergence is reached within t* 
iterations.
Now, lets project appropriate percentile of the link gain at to+t* using the 
approximation of (4.12). To do this, let 0 < 0  <1 and 0 < ^2 <1, be two parameters 
such that:
= (4.18)
1-C being the new QoS parameter and the time variant PC is parameterised by (C;, C2, 
t*). Let y^ i(?*) be the 1-(1- percentile of the normal random variable with mean 
zero and variance c^.u.t and be its C2 percentile. For a normal distribution 
function of (4.18), we have:
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P(zN-(0. c^H./*)>A(î*)) = l - ( l - f i )
p(:V (o, ».?*)>
(4.19)
(4.20)
In non-stationary cases, the overall aim is to drive the power levels to a point where 
the SINR targets are met with high probability within a target time t*' So, given any 
set of parameters ((}, G, ?*), each CR TX updates its power according to the 
iterative process in (4.21):
Pi(tQ+t ) = min< 7th‘max’
/  A? ^^ gijito)PjOo+^*) 
i=U^j
(4.21)
Notice that in non-stationary cases (3.3), the SINR threshold Tth under conventional 
DCPC is replaced by rih[^ + noise Vf by v Æ  + ygi(?*)). Authors
in [66], gave a more general case equation (4.21) with the noise scale up by a factor of 
1 +>5i(?*) as in equation (4.22) below:
(4.22)
The new simplified mobility driven power control (MPC) is therefore given in (4.23):
p,(?o+?*) = min<
8i iW
N
i=U*j
(4.23)
The MPC of (4.23) would use slightly higher transmission powers than MPC of (4.21). 
Note that there are many pairs of , ^2 ) which satisfy (4.18) and result in the same
value as The minimum value of for which and /%(?*) satisfies (4.18) 
is represented as jSmmit*) which was found for conventional networks to be 2.5dB [66]. 
This value is expected to change in CR environment since the PC algorithm would be 
affected by down co-channel link interference from the primary TX as well as from 
other CR TX. The MPC algorithm simply finds the scale up factor by which SINR 
threshold in stationary condition must be multiplied to cope with time variability.
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4.5.2 Distributed Power control for Cognitive Radios with
Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing under 
Terminal Mobility.
A  new power control algorithm for cognitive radio networks is thus advanced which 
copes favourably in time varying situations. The case presented in [53] is only true for 
stationary link gains, but fail in time varying situations as evident in figure 4.3(a) with 
no supported user at varying distances from the primary contour. This power update 
scheme guarantees interference free operation to the worst case lU at all times even 
when CR transmitters are allowed to transit within the CRN. Present in this subsection 
is the mobility driven distributed power control for cognitive radios with incumbent 
protection via spectrum sensing for DCPC and GDPC. MDCPC-IPSS refers to the 
non-stationary case for DCPC while MGDPC-IPSS refers to the non-stationary case 
of GDPC. MDCPC-IPSS algorithm is therefore expressed in (4.24):
N (4.24)
for ?o < ? < ?* and /g {1,2,...,A}. While equation (4.25) expresses the MGDPC-IPSS 
case as:
A if 7th-P^*)-PuM+h>rcm
cc.
N
N
>Pmax
'Pmax
(4.25)
For to < t < and z=l,2,...,W The power update at time t>tg is influenced by 
interference from the user and downlink interference from primary transmitter 
denoted as Pu,i(to+t*) as in (4.15). The definition of all variables here is the same as
earlier defined for tQ<t<t*  and i = 1,2,...,W When J3{t*) = OdB and ?*=Oms,
equation (4.24) and (4.25) reduces to the stationary case and corresponds to 
DCPC/GDPC-IPSS of (3.18) and (3.19) respectively. The expression of (4.25) is seen 
to perform better since users who do not fulfil their target QoS at time to are made
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passive leading to a highly reduced interference environment and increased supported 
CR users as seen in figure 4.3(a) and (b).
4.5.3 Practical Implications of Non - stationary Spectrum 
Sensing
The impact of spectrum sensing was first studied in [78]. In [79] a fresh perspective 
was given to solve the problem using Neyman-Pearson criterion for a single node and 
was demonstrated that mobile CRs can achieve performances comparable to when co­
operative sensing [56] is employed. This is because a single transmitting node is able 
to exploit spatial diversity and therefore perform multiple spectrum sensing operations 
to produce a true reflection of the radio environment. Figure 4.2 depicts the mobility 
driven scenario for spectrum sensing where a mobile CR terminal is allowed to transit 
within the cognitive radio network and so is able to make multiple independent 
observations which should increase the detection probability. Simulation results in 
[79] further corroborates the afore mentioned assertion and showed that incumbent 
user detection was better in urban environments rather than in suburban environments 
due to a more pronounced scattering effect of incumbent signal in urban environments 
hence multiple detection of uncorrelated primary signal. Interestingly [79] showed 
that the higher the speed of the mobile terminal and number of times required for 
sensing, the higher the probability of detection hence lower P^j.
Noii-LOS 
(M ultipath  S catter)\  N on-LO S(M ultipath  S catter)
T ransm itte r
-Detection Horizon-
Figure 4.2 Mobility driven spectrum sensing scenario
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4.6 Simulation Evaluation and Results
Simulation parameters are presented in Appendix I (a) . Simulation results in figure 
4.3(b) show that by implementing the proposed algorithm, ITL at incumbent receivers 
is never exceeded for time invariant systems. The interference contribution at the lU 
is expected to decrease as the CRN is further away from the noise limited contour of 
the incumbent system. This assertion is consistent with figure. 4.3(b) and therefore, an 
increase in the number of supported CR terminals should become evident as in figure 
4.3(a). The algorithm is seen to stabilize with distances grater than 2500m due to a 
reduction in downlink intersystem (co-channel) interference from primary TV TX and 
at such distances one can easily observe that our algorithm behaves like the classical 
PC As. GDPC-IPSS is seen to support more CR terminals than DCPC-IPSS due to 
reduced interference levels experienced in the network.
DCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithms fails when the channel becomes challenging and the 
terminals transit within the CRN with constant velocity. Figure. 4.3(a) corroborates 
this statement for the case of MDCPC-IPSS HXf)  = OdB and ?*=10ms) and MGDPC- 
IPSS = OdB and ?*=10ms). It can be noticed that the interference environment 
at the lU is heightened in the case of the former than in the later as seen in figure 4.3
(b) since GDPC algorithms makes passive terminals that can not reach target SINR 
during the power update process; hence, it only barely supports one CR terminal when 
experiencing random channel fluctuations. This is because mobile terminals are 
moving at constant speed with a resultant constantly changing gain matrix, as such, 
the PCA uses outdated information in the power updating process.
To cope with this failure due to outdated information, the SINR target is scaled up so 
that at time t > to, a close to optimal solution is achieved as evident in figure 4.3 (a) 
for the cases of MDCPC/GDPC-IPSS (fi(t*) = 2dB, ?*=10ms) with respect to their 
stationary counterpart (DCPC/GDPC-IPSS). After extensive simulation, it was found 
that increasing the scale up factor beyond limits resulted in increased outages as seen 
in figure 4.3 (a) for the case of MGDPC-IPSS (/5(?*) = 5dB, ?*=10ms) and therefore 
found /I{t*) = 2dB to give a close to optimal solution when compared to their static 
counterpart. The static PCA (DCPC/GDPC-PPSS) has been used purely as a reference
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point for the proposed mobility driven algorithm. Scaling up however increases the 
interference environment at the lU since more terminals use higher powers to support 
the increased SINR target. This assertion is evident in figure 4.3 (b) for the case of 
MDCPC-IPSS = 2dB, ?=10ms) as compared to the static counterpart DCPC. 
Generally GDPC schemes whether mobility driven or not, performs better in terms of 
reduction in the interference environments and reduced outages.
When the power updating process is constrained to converge at a threshold time 
?*=100ms, the outage increases tremendously as in figure 4.4 (a). This is because 
?*=100ms is typical of very fast moving CR terminals and therefore most of the nodes 
struggle to reach their optimal value before the threshold time, figure 4.4 (b), shows 
that the interference at the lU is reduced due to fewer number of CR terminals 
fulfilling their target QoS (i.e. more outages) for the case of MGDPC-IPSS {p{t*) = 
2dB, ?*=100ms), however when the scale up factor is increased to say 7dB, the outage 
is seen to reduce as in figure 4.4 (a) for the case of = 7dB, ?*= 100ms) with a 
resultant increase in the interference environment at the lU . Increasing scale-up 
beyond limits only increases the interference vicissitude with serious degradation in 
CR performance. One can say the performance of the proposed mobility driven 
algorithm for CRs is better for slower moving terminals than faster ones which 
require lesser time threshold for convergence.
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Figure. 4.3(a) CR outage with estimated distance
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Figure. 4.3(b) Showing interference contribution due to figure. 4.3(a)
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4.7 Chapter Summary
The convergence analysis of the distributed PCAs in non-stationary networks has 
been presented in this chapter; with convincing mathematical proof of convergence, 
therefore algorithms of this type is expected to converge absolutely surely. The 
convergence proof presented in this thesis therefore acts as a gap filler in literature 
where inferences on power control convergence where made with no solid 
mathematical proof of convergence [66, 69].
It has been observed that power control algorithms developed for stationary systems 
fail in non-stationary environments due to the fact that the former did not consider 
channel fluctuation effects and other time variant factors. Not that they where 
designed for time variant situations in the first place.
The first step in solving the problem was to model the channel for a time varying case, 
as such the models presented in [77] was adopted and suited to the cognitive 
environment. The link gain evolution process is therefore modelled as a distance 
dependent shadow fading process where CRs move with constant velocity. It was 
observed that when this time varying channel gain formulation is applied to the static 
model, the power control algorithm fails. Not that it was expected to perform upon 
examination because the time invariant PCAs were not designed for time variant cases. 
Therefore the power control algorithm finds it difficult to cope with the dynamics in 
channel conditions in the sense that the PCA bases its current transmission on 
outdated environmental information. This led to the second problem of solving the 
QoS issue.
The second problem therefore was to solve the QoS issue in a mobility driven context 
since the iterative powers are have now become time dependent. It was found that 
once a Pareto optimal solution is achieved at time ?o (origin), the scale up factor is 
applied at successive update intervals (?) which drives up the SINR threshold for each 
CR terminal whilst maintaining the QoS for all the terminals. In this thesis an 
appropriate scale-up factor (2dB) was found to drive up the SINR target in order to 
maintain the QoS within the CRN for non-stationary cases. This scale up factor 
however results in an increased (perhaps marginal) interference environment at the
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incumbent contour. In this regime CR terminals now exceed their theoretical SINR 
limit in order to fulfil their QoS self objective.
This chapter therefore presents mobility driven DCPC/GDPC solutions for CRs with 
incumbent protection based on sensing information which ensures that the ITL at the 
lU is never exceeded whilst simultaneously reducing the outages within the CRN in 
situations where CR terminals are non-stationary. Ultimately, re-use of incumbent TV 
spectrum is possible, owing to spatial coexistence for time varying cognitive radio 
networks.
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Chapter 5
5.0 Distributed Power Control with Efficient Outage 
based removal algorithm
This thesis chapter addresses the user removal problem associated with congested 
wireless networks. As there are a handful of user removal algorithms in literature, it 
therefore becomes necessary to first give a brief literature review of key user removal 
algorithms before delving into the user removal algorithms proposed hereinafter.
The wireless communication environment is highly challenging and the recent surge 
in spectra resource demand has further reduced system capacity. Spectrum sharing 
and dynamic spectrum system management [5] schemes are identifiable techniques to 
increase system capacity, however the interference generated in such schemes, is 
however proportional to the transmitter powers which could be exacerbated. Efficient 
transmitter power control (TPC), therefore becomes expedient to solve the 
interference problem with a resultant increase in overall system capacity.
There exist a plethora of studies on transmitter power control in wireless networks. A 
succinct literature review has been given in chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis. Early works 
on power control focused on balancing transmitter power distribution for satellite 
networks [12] and spread spectrum systems [13] so that the same signal to 
interference ratio (SIR) is maintained on all links through a centralised operation; this 
approach is called SIR balancing. SIR balancing schemes unfortunately does not 
guarantee satisfactory performance for all transmitting node, therefore, removing 
some users allows opportunity for others to fulfil their SIR requirement. Seminal 
works on power control for cellular networks [14] solved the user removal problem 
by formulating an optimum power control mechanism which maximises the number 
of supported terminals. This optimum power control strategy is however unrealistic 
since it is associated with enormous computational complexity due to a stage by stage 
Eigen value computation of the gain matrix during the user removal process. In the
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same paper, a more realistic scheme to remove users with minimal complexity was 
proposed called the stepwise removal algorithm (SRA) which gives sufficient 
performance result compared to the Eigen value based optimal algorithm. SRA 
removes the user i from the gain matrix, for which the maximum of the gain matrix 
row and column sums until a satisfactory SIR is met for remaining set of users (i.e. 
system becomes feasible). It is worth re-iterating that a system is feasible if all users 
are supported at some power configurations, otherwise infeasible 
All the works presented in [12-21], assumes that terminal powers are unconstrained 
and therefore the iterative power algorithms may converge at impractical and health 
endangering power levels. Power resources are however in reality constrained to the 
maximally available battery terminal power. A feasible and realistic power control 
scheme which takes into account the power constraint was introduced in [20, 80] 
called the distributed constrained power control (DCPC) which converges to a fixed 
point solution in both feasible and infeasible systems.
DCPC algorithms have the draw back that devices continue to transmit at maximum 
powers whether or not their QoS target is achieved. This creates unnecessary 
interference within the system and ultimately increases outages within the system. 
What therefore comes to mind is the removal of links in poor channels conditions 
which can not achieve their set QoS criteria. The DCPC algorithm therefore emerged 
has a realistic framework upon which subsequent power control algorithms were 
developed. Intelligent techniques such as link removal [21, 81] and admission control 
[82] can be jointly executed with the DCPC algorithm in-order to reduce outages in 
the wireless system. Finding the optimum set of user removers has been well studied 
and addressed as an NP-complete problem [83] hence heuristic tools are used to solve 
the optimum user removal problem.
There are usually two ways identifiable in literature to solve the user removal problem, 
the first uses a defined criterion to select a subset of users and then check for 
feasibility by applying a power control algorithm. If the selection is infeasible, it then 
takes another subset and applies the PCA; this process continues until a feasible 
subset is attained like in [84]. The computational complexity therefore grows 
exponentially with the size of cognitive network. This is therefore very unattractive. 
The second option is widely adopted in literature and applies power control to an
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infeasible system until a stationary power vector configuration is achieved for all 
users. In this situation some users readily fulfil their self objective, however the moral 
objective may be unfulfilled, hence, user removal mechanisms are invoked according 
to some criterion and the process continues until feasibility of duo QoS objectives is 
fulfilled. This is the exact setting of most of the power cum admission control 
solutions available in literature. As an example the removal criterion in [85] is the 
index of the user with the highest Eigen value which authors claim corresponds to the 
worst participating user; this criterion is however highly computational intensive. 
Authors in [86] treated the cognitive radio system as a cellular network called 
CogCell and executed admission control, channel assignment and power control as a 
joint process, formulating it as non-linear optimisation problem so that secondary 
revenue is maximised. Prior to [86], the work in [46, 87] investigated distributed 
schemes in CogCells where one CR terminal is equipped with multiple antennas to 
maximise secondary throughput. A minimum SINR removal algorithm (MSRA) for 
CogCell with a single incumbent transmitter using a gradient decent based algorithm 
for user removal was proposed in [23] and advanced in [88] where the admission 
control and power allocation problem was solved through dynamic programming 
using greedy heuristic algorithms.
In [81] the DCPC algorithm was modified to permanently remove users using a 
general arbitration rule and a distributed arbitration rule. Under the general arbitration 
rule, novel algorithms were developed to minimise the number of removals and 
maximise support for as much users as possible using a one by one stepwise 
maximum interference removal algorithm (SMIRA) [89] and their proposed single or 
multiple accumulative removal technique (SMART) [81]. The SMIRA and SMART 
is different from the SRA due to the use of interference metrics in the user removal 
process as formulated in [81] and is seen to give performances in proxy of optimum 
removal processes. The general arbitration rule was demonstrated to out-perform the 
SRA [14], however, these algorithms were implemented in a centralised mode using 
global information.
The SMIRA and SMART algorithms were modified and reformulated in for the 
cognitive radio network with special consideration to incumbent network. The 
cognitive modified version is called I-SMIRA [90] and I-SMART [90] and consists
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of the two phases earlier mentioned i.e. the DCPC phase and removal phase. If its 
moral QoS objective is being violated, the removal criterion selects a single user for 
permanent removal. Once a user is removed, the DCPC is performed on the remaining 
subset of cognitive users and the constraints are iteratively examined so that the 
removal phase is invoked until the system becomes feasible. The efficiency of I- 
SMIRA relies basically on the developed removal criterion. However, the removal 
criterion introduced necessitates the existence of a central node that knows all the 
system parameters including the instantaneous channel gains between all nodes, and 
some other key system parameters. This centralised framework therefore renders 
afore mentioned algorithms unsuitable for the cognitive radio adhoc network. Under 
the same setting (underlay paradigm), authors in [91, 92] advance the work in [90] 
where an asynchronous distributed constrained power control algorithm was used in 
the cognitive network to circumvent the centralised framework in [90] while [93] 
used the synchronous distributed constrained power control for cognitive power 
iterations, however, [91-93] relies on a feedback reporting entity which reports 
interference violations to the CRN before the admission control mechanism comes to 
action on a repeated based until the interference constraint is satisfied. Such feedback 
reporting schemes results in transient and repeated interferences to the incumbent 
network which is highly unacceptable. Although the self QoS implementation is 
distributed, same can to be claimed for the moral objective implementation.
In adhoc networks, removal algorithms should be distributed and based on mainly 
local information therefore minimising the number of removals and the time to 
recognise them is of utmost importance. This led to the development of an on-line 
distributed arbitration rule which permanently removes users with poor channel 
conditions “on-the-fly” during the power updating process following a simple 
probability metric [81]. This marked the first step in proffering a solution to the 
distributed removal problem; however, removing the subset of infeasible users was 
purely based on probabilistic chance and not by a true reflection of their individual 
performance state.
The solution proposed in this thesis gives an effective criterion based on a self 
assessed outage probability formulation, so that users have the prerogative to remove 
themselves when in a strongly faded state to soon alleviate the interference
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environment before power iterations begin and subsequent data transfer. What is 
proposed is therefore a fully distributed user removal scheme which is jointly 
executed with the cognitive distributed power algorithm developed in chapter 3 of this 
thesis.
The GDPC algorithm [21], has the capability of temporal removal and is seen to 
removes users in poor channels conditions. However, the convergence was only 
guaranteed for feasible systems and not always guaranteed for infeasible systems due 
to power oscillations during the power update process, albeit, they result in lower 
outages compared to DCPC and are readily favourable to non-real time services. For 
real time applications, a permanent removal is favoured. When channel becomes 
favourable, removed users can not resume transmission which gives an impression of 
unfairness; however, the question is why do we need to keep badly faded users in the 
system? If a user is in total outage as at the time of consideration, it adds no benefit to 
the network and increases the entropy (chaos) of the system; the approach then would 
be how to intelligently identify such users and the time to recognise them in fully 
distributed fashion.
A distributed power control solution is here fore proposed called outage probability 
based distributed power control algorithms (ODPC) which uses the proposed outage 
based removal criterion and in an on-line fashion executes DCPC-IPSS and GDPC- 
IPSS accordingly.
The contribution of this chapter is manifold:
1) A fully distributed outage probability formulation is given, which 
accommodates noise and any other interference that may ensue i.e. TV down­
link interference.
2) The distributed outage algorithm proposed leads to fast and efficient removals. 
It is an efficient multiple removal algorithms with fast convergence property, 
low complexity, no extra overhead and utilises purely local information.
3) The removal scheme can be applied to infeasible GDPC or DCPC schemes 
with obvious reduction in outages and a resultant increase in capacity.
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5.1 Problem formulation and system model
Here the system model earlier defined of figure 3.1; chapter 3 is considered where the 
m X m block is the cognitive radio network and therefore affected by downlink 
(intersystem) interference from a neighbour TV system. In this regime, concurrent TV 
channel transmission is considered given spatial footprint of the incumbent. This 
chapter further remains consistent with the analysis in [12-21] and employ the “snap 
shot” technique given the assumption that the proposed iterative power control cum 
removal algorithm converges at a rate much faster than the channel gain variations so 
that, the power updates drift towards values in regions of a temporary static point 
implying convergence in mean and probability.
It is worth re-iterating that the adhoc cognitive network consist of N  transmit-receive 
(TX-RX) pairs deployed in a randomly distributed fashion in an m x m square area. 
The Euclidean distances between randomly distributed terminals are calculated, from 
where the overall gain matrix Gnxn can be deduced.
The transmitter power vector is defined as, Pi=[pi,,p2,---‘PN f for and upper
bounded by pmax- The link power gain for the TX-RX pair is denoted as g/,/ and 
correspondingly from the transmitter to receiver is g,j such that gij >gij due to 
the unpredictable random distribution of users. The distance dependent link gain is
here fore defined as g(x) = R.{x)~^ , where R is the Rayleigh fading parameter and a 
is a general pathloss representation and x corresponds to any distance dependent term 
such as Di, di, Vni and ru of figure 3.1 in chapter 3.
The problem dealt with in this chapter focuses on the maximisation of supported users 
within the cognitive network. This problem is solved through the design of an 
effective user removal algorithm to maximise overall system capacity and is written 
as the following constrained optimisation problem of equation (5.1):
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N
max ^  Ü; lo g 2 ( l + 7 „  ;)
i = l
subject to
N
A  ^ 4,h (moral objective)
i ~ l
Ycrj ^ Yth (self objective)
0 < Pi ^  Pmax
Where e {0,1} and represent removed or active users respectively. The
optimisation problem of (5.1) therefore maximises the sum capacity of the cognitive 
network while concurrently satisfying its moral and self objective under a feasible 
power configuration for all cognitive users. The moral objective has been captured in 
the IPSS scheme of chapter 3, so the problem is now how to optimise the self 
objective in a purely distributed manner; this is what the work presented hitherto tries 
to solve.
Still considering an uplink adhoc cognitive communication network where the signal 
is successfully decoded at a receiver at any instance if the SINR, at the receiver
is greater or equal to a given SINR threshold in equation (5.2):
(5.1)
(5.2)
thwhere q  =Vi+lTVj , Vf being the noise power at the i receiver and Itvj is the 
downlink intersystem system interference that may ensue.
5.1.1 User removal problem
The optimum removal problem has over the years assumed many names. It has been 
synonymously called link removal, admission control, user selection etc. Although, 
depending on the scenario, its meaning and mechanism may be slightly different,
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albeit, its primary aim is to alleviate the interference environment of a wireless 
network and ultimately maximise the number of supported terminals (capacity 
increase).
The optimum user removal algorithm is highly computational exhaustive. Assuming 
that there are N  participating nodes and N ' is a subset of N  such that there are 2^-1 
possible outcomes of N ' c  N, then the optimal solution is achieved by running the 
DCPC algorithm 2^-1 times and finding the subset with the lowest outage ratio 
(maximum number of supported subscriber), hence exponentially computational as N  
grows. This gives rise to sub-optimal algorithms such as the one proposed in this 
thesis.
The user removal problem is very often executed with a power control protocol for 
feasibility and infeasibility checks. A distributed power control mechanism has been 
developed in chapters 3 of this thesis called distributed power control with incumbent 
protection via spectrum sensing. Its variants was called distributed constrained power 
control with incumbent protection via spectrum sensing (DCPC-IPSS) and 
Generalised distributed power control with incumbent protection via spectrum sensing 
(GDPC-IPSS). The DCPC-IPSS and GDPC-IPSS algorithms were shown to provide 
absolute interference protection to incumbent users of spectrum whilst concurrently 
supporting a degree of acceptable users.
The DCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithms therefore forms the breaking point for the outage 
based removal power control proposed in this chapter.
GDPC are an example of an online fully distributed removal cum power control 
schemes, where devices transmitting at pmax without achieving their SINR target are 
notched out by assigning an arbitrary low level power to it. The interference 
environment is therefore reduced leading to increased number of supported mobile 
terminals. Users with poor channel conditions are arbitrarily notched out by assigning 
a power p ~ 0  resulting in temporal removals so that other users may have the extra 
margin to achieve their QoS criteria. GDPC schemes, however, can not guarantee 
convergence in infeasible systems due to power oscillations that may ensue caused by 
the uncontrolled entry and exit nature of users during the power iteration process and
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so may not be suitable for real time services, albeit, GDPC schemes lead to reduced
system wide outages and increased energy saving and can readily be used in delay
tolerant systems. GDPC schemes also do not satisfy the monotonicity property and 
therefore are not a standard interference function [94, 95].
Definition 5.1 [94, 95]:
Let equation (5.2) be represented in a general form as (5.3):
/  =  { l , 2 , . . , i V }  (5 .3 )
Then, 7/ (p) is a standard interference function if:
(a) li (p)>0  for all p>0 (Positivity)
(b) 7/(p(l)) > 7, (p(2)) providedp(l) >p(2) (Monotonicity)
Since GDPC schemes defy the standard interference function, it becomes necessary to 
optimise the DCPC algorithm to produce performances in proxy of GDPC schemes.
Early removal algorithms was executed with DCPC scheme [81] which used 
centralised techniques, needing information on global system parameters i.e. gain 
matrix. The drawbacks of centralised algorithms are apparent and do not present 
themselves as viable solutions for adhoc communication networks. Proponents of 
distributed removal algorithms like those later investigated in [81] permanently 
remove users with poor channel conditions with a given probability. This probabilistic 
scheme defines weakly the candidate for permanent removal. It is well applied in 
cases where a single user is removed at a time which results in a sluggish network 
while multiple removals may result in an overly aggressive network, albeit, 
permanent removal eschews the draw backs of GDPC and can be applied to infeasible 
systems to increase system capacity in situations where convergence is paramount.
It is without doubt therefore that efficient user removal algorithm is the “key” to 
achieving reduced outages in infeasible systems; expedient therefore is the need for 
designing efficient distributed removal schemes to maximise overall system capacity.
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5.2 Proposed distributed removal algorithm
In order to avert ambiguity of words, let’s give a brief and succinct definition of 
terminologies below:
a) Removal algorithm: This is a strategy that removes the minimal required 
number of users in an infeasible network so as to minimize the outage 
probability or outage ratio.
b) Outage probability: This is the probability of failing to achieve adequate 
reception of the signal due to co-channel or intersystem interference.
c) Outage ratio: It is defined as the ratio of the number of 
disconnected/unfulfilled/ handover terminals to the total number of 
participating users in the system.
The removal algorithm advanced here is based on a distributive outage probability 
formulation which takes into account the statistical properties (interference and 
fading) mainly at the local user terminal. Based on the proposed algorithm, the user is 
able to decide its local outage and enact a self removal process to alleviate system 
wide interference level hitherto increasing the supported set of users. It is worthy of 
note that all existing removal algorithms, do not take into account statistical properties 
of signals and therefore base its decisions on simple gain matrix cum transmit power 
information (centralised [14, 89, 96]) and probabilistic decisions (distributed [81]). In 
this regime, users autonomously remove themselves when their self accessed outage 
probability is above a certain bench mark. Users are removed based on their perceived 
interference environment (noise, multipath fading) and not based on their transmit 
powers, when in fact the former instigates the later or perhaps vice-versa. It becomes 
obvious that the overall system outage ratio can be further reduced if strongly faded 
users intelligently remove themselves so that the remaining subset of users have an 
extra margin to attain their QoS objective ( The distributed nature of the
proposed removal algorithm allows for a truly fully optimised cognitive adhoc 
communication network with increased number of supported users compared to 
existing DCPC-IPSS and GDPC-IPSS schemes.
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53  Independent Outage Probability Formulation
Wireless communications are usually modelled for non-line of sight cases; therefore, 
signals are affected by Rayleigh fading. Outage probability calculations have been 
well investigated in literature for cellular communications [90-94 and references 
therein]. Since outage in this regime is caused by interfering entities, early works 
treated the outage formulation for single co-channel interferers [97, 98] and later 
advanced for multiple co-channel interferers [99]. Although most of the formulations 
in[97, 98] were geared towards providing reliable reception within a service area 
(coverage calculation), nevertheless, they provide an in-depth understanding and a 
general frame work for outage probability calculations.
Most outage probability calculations only considered the statistical variations of co­
channel interferers whilst neglecting the statistical property of the desired signal. 
Authors in [100] therefore modelled the desired signal as Rician (having a prominent 
line of sight) while the interferers were modelled as Rayleigh. Authors in [101, 102] 
characterised the received signal power in a Rayleigh fading environment as an 
exponential distribution and the received signal envelop; a Rayleigh distribution. 
Going by the assertions in [101], it suffice to say that the signal power and 
interference power follow an exponential distribution an hitherto referred to as 
Rayleigh-Rayleigh distribution. In [102] , outage probability was formulated for a 
Rayleigh-Rayleigh case , however neglecting the effect of noise and intersystem 
interference which is crucial and significant to an accurate modelling of outage 
probability. This thesis, remains consistent with the mathematical framework in [102] 
as it proffers a new approach to outage probability formulations and extend it for the 
case of noise plus interference which proves in-negligible especially in cognitive 
radio context. After considerate mathematical efforts, the outage formulation results 
in a simple yet effective distributed outage scheme which forms the bane for our 
removal algorithm.
It is assumed that QoS is met if the SINR ( 7^^   ^) at the CR receiver exceeds a certain 
SINR threshold ( 7 /^ ). A contrary assertion to the preceding statement results in an
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outage characterised by an outage probability (00, experienced at the CR receiver 
as in (5.4):
(5.4)
Where Ci = Yjj^  q  . Now suppose Wi=wi,W2,...,Wn are independent exponentially
distributed random variables with the rate parameters X= Xi ,X2,...,'kn , then equation
(5.5) ensues:
E[W;] = (5.5)
Where E [’] is the expectation of a random variable, so that equation (5.6) stands:
01= P w,<YhZ,w . + C.
V 1=2
= i - p  w , + q
V i=2 y
And ultimately we can have equation (5.7):
i= 2
1
1 + 5 4
This outage expression therefore incorporates fading
Proof: See Appendix IX for proof of equation (5.7).
Applying equation (5.5) transforms (5.7) to equation (5.8) as below:
(5.6)
(5.7)
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0 j = 1-exp ni=2 YthSijP j (5.8)
The above expression (5.8) is not fully distributed due to the product sum H (*) 
parameter in the equation. Let’s find a way around this by transforming the right hand 
side (RHS) expression to its sum equivalents.
If w;, W2,...,w„ > 0, then we can apply the inequality of equation (5.9) below derived 
in [102] :
1 + ^ W j < J ^ l+ W j <exp ^ w ,-
i=\ i=l \  i=l J
Applying equation (5.9) transforms (5.8) as below:
(5.9)
0; < l-e x p c  1
f
exp
V 8 a Pi > V
 ^  ^YthSijPj 
y i*j 8iiPi J
< l-e x p t  M iiP j I C,
< l-e x p
i^j 8 a P i  8 a P i  J
'Zy'i.SijP
i*j
< 1-exp
< l-e x p
0=1
r,k ^ 
SINR,,
e x p  —
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The above equation therefore becomes fully distributed. The outage probability can 
therefore be calculated at individual mobile terminals so that CR terminals can make 
autonomous decisions on removal using equation (5.10) executed along side other 
distributed criterion. The condition for admissibility is therefore 0/ > (dth (see 
appendix la) for simulation values.
5.4 Proposed Algorithm and Inferences
Applying equation (5.10) as the removal criterion ensures that worst participating 
users autonomously and distributedly remove themselves sooner from the network to 
alleviate the interference environment for other users before power iteration 
converges.
Remark 5.1:
If N  is the overall set of intending transmitters and Sj^ is the set of users supported 
under a stationary power vector pi under DCPC/GDPC-IPSS i.e. ( ■ > y^  ^), then
5";^  is the set of unsatisfied users ( y^ .^^  < y^  ^) so that A" =
Most removal algorithms relies on the power control algorithm to have converged so 
that the set Sj^ can be compiled before removal algorithm is initiated and then the
power iteration starts all over again. This obviously results in a sluggish network and 
unnecessary computation time. In the research carried out in this thesis, it was found 
that given a threshold on outage probability ( 0^ /^  ) such that 0^ > is removed, the 
following is holds true:
Proposition 5.1:
Given the set N  of intending CR transmitters, and allowing them assess their 
interference environment using equation (5.10), then the set of strongly faded users 
Fn  ={0; > &th) is a natural subset of ^  ( y^^  ^< y^  ^) such that .
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Proof: Taking the limits on outage probability ( 0  ) of equation (5.10) implies 
equation (5.11):
N 0  ; =  1 -  l im g
I  J
(5.11)
The outage therefore drifts towards or exceeds the outage threshold 0^ > with 
probability one. Worst participating users in can be autonomously removed from 
the overall set N  with = N . This means that Fj^{@i
such that the outage probability diverges from the outage threshold with probability 
tending to 0.63 according to equation (5.12):
F n = 0 ^  =  1 -  l im
> yth
I J
(5.12)
With this formulation, the outage probability at the cognitive terminal can not be 
lesser than 0.63 since the power iterations under DCPC/GDPC-IPSS drifts the power 
configuration of all users to attain ycr,i = 7th » therefore 0 / = O  is achievable
So depending on the realisation or distribution of users at any given time (r) and sub- 
o-space , the number of “outaged” users is always less than or equal to the number of 
unsatisfied users (realised after convergence). The proposed removal algorithm
therefore allows the users to remove themselves depending on their individual 
perception of the fading environment so that worst participating users are permanently 
and quickly removed before power control iteration is initiated. This is akin to the 
pre-admission control concept introduced in [103], where CR terminals seeking 
unlicensed use of spectrum, first check their admissibility before transmission begins. 
The removed users in the framework proposed allow for an extra margin of supported 
users after the DCPC or GDPC algorithm is executed. So after removals 
DCPC/GDPC is executed with the set of non- outage u s e r s e  N .
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Remark 5.2
After execution of DCPC/GDPC-IPSS on Fj^, the new set of supported users Sp  i.e.
(d = 1) > is usually greater than or equal to Spf ( S p ^ S ^ )  and the set of 
unsupported users under denoted as (Sp) is lesser than or equal to Spf i.e.
Sp  ^ S p i .
Remark 5.2 would be corroborated by simulation in the simulation and result section 
of this chapter. When DCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithm is executed jointly with the 
proposed outage scheme, it is called outage probability based DCPC/GDPC-IPSS 
(ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS).
ODCPC/GDPC-IPSS algorithm is given as below:
1) Calculate self accessed distributed outage probability using Equation 
(5.10)
2) Permanently remove user i that satisfies > ©^ /^ , else
3) Execute DCPC/GDPC-IPSS proposed in chapter 3 on F^
4) then CR user is supported, else, transfer to another 
channel is available or drop out.
Figure 5.1 shows a simple flow chart of the outage based power control scheme. Once 
the final power iteration converges, the outage ratio (or number of supported 
subscribers can be calculated while the unfulfilled CR subscribers can be handed over 
to another interleaved channel if available else the drop out of the network.
The outage ratio for DCPC/GDPC-IPSS scheme is ( N - S p f ) / N  while for
ODCPC/OGDPC scheme i s { N - S p ) / N . So depending on the SINR requirement and
interference environment, we can have( N - S p ) / N  < ( N - S j ^ ) / N , so thatS p > S ^ .
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Figure 5.1 Algorithm Flow Chart for outage based power control
5.4.1 Energy Consideration
let (p),Vi^(p),Vi^(p) represent the power levels of DCPC-IPSS, GDPC-
IPSS, ODCPC-IPSS and OGDPC-IPSS respectively. Then the following properties 
can be inferred:
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Proposition 5.2:
Given any positive semi-definite power vector configuration p, we have that 
(p)<f f ^(p)  and Vf^{p)<f f^(p)  for all users i, at iteration k. Further the SINR
7 cr ,i ( v t  ( P ) )  S  Tcr,i { f t  (P)) and likewise Xcr.i {ÿ t(p )]  ^  Tcr.i [ f t  w )  •
Proof:
From the definition of ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS, we see that badly faded users are 
removed soon before power iterations begin, which results in a less chaotic system, so 
that power “tussling” levels are greatly alleviated. It is intuitive to say that individual 
powers for outage based schemes at any iteration (k) is less than or equal to that of 
power control algorithms DCPC/GDPC-IPSS (without user selection). This accretion 
is further proved by simulation in the proceeding section.
5.5 Simulation Results and Analysis
Simulation parameters are presented in table I of appendix I (a). The removal (outage) 
based algorithm (ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS) is compared with the ordinary 
DCPC/GDPC- IPSS schemes developed in chapter 3. It is evident from figure 5.2 that 
the proposed outage based power control scheme supports more users than the 
ordinary DPC-IPSS schemes without admission control (or user selection).
It is easy to see the magnitude of improvements of ODPC (optimised) schemes to 
DPC-IPSS (ordinary) schemes and surprisingly, it is observed that ODCPC-IPSS 
algorithm gives performances close to or better than GDPC-schemes. The lesson 
leamt here is that if a subset of users are properly selected based on a certain well 
defined distributed criterion such as the one proposed in this thesis, the performances 
of DCPC-schemes can approach or even surpass that of GDPC schemes. DCPC 
schemes are generally preferable to GDPC schemes due to their adherence to 
interference function properties earlier stated. Hence, GDPC-IPSS schemes stand a lot 
of chance in providing both real time and non-real time services. It is also evident in
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figure 5.3 that the performances in terms of number of supported subscribers 
increases with distance from the incumbent TV contour due to decrease in downlink 
interference level from the TV transmitter. OGDPC-IPSS is further seen to offer 
better performance (perhaps marginal) compared to ordinary GDPC-IPSS algorithm.
40 r 
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Figure 5.2
Estimated distance d.  (m)
CR maximising self objective under outage constraint
It can also bee seen from figure 5.3 that the interference level at the incumbent is 
never perturbed at any point in time using ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS schemes since it 
directly implements the IPSS scheme of chapter 3. It is seen in figure 5.4 that the 
outage ratio of ODCPC-IPSS algorithm is far more reduced to the DCPC-IPSS 
(without removal) and its performance approaches the optimum solution using 
exhaustive search. Despite the reduced outage ratio (increased supported CRs) with 
the ODCPC algorithm, it is further seen in figure 5.3 that ODCPC schemes have far 
reduced interference levels at the incumbent contour compared to ordinary DCPC- 
IPSS schemes without removal. This observation further leads to the capturing of the 
power vectors in each iteration as seen in figure 5.5 to see how the algorithm has 
faired in terms of energy efficiency and to further buttress proposition 5.2.
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Figure 5.4 Outage ratio of ODCPC/DCPC scheme Vs Optimal algorithm
In figure 5.5, it is easily seen that the power configuration for the proposed scheme 
(under ODCPC) at every step of the iteration is always lower than that of the un­
optimised DCPC-IPSS scheme. This shows tremendous energy saving capacity 
which culminated in figure 5.3.
It is further evident in figure 5.6 that the SINR under the ODCPC scheme approaches 
the SINR threshold faster than the SINR under the DCPC-IPSS scheme for all users. 
This is due to the fact that worst participating users have been permanently and
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efficiently removed and so the interference environment is greatly alleviated leading 
to an increased subset of supported users. It is worthy of note that users have been 
arbitrarily selected for the purpose of presenting the results and to show clarity.
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Figure 5.5 Power iterations of ODCPC Vs DCPC for selected users (<i,=3000m)
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Figure 5.6 SINR iterations of ODCPC Vs DCPC for selected users (J/=3000m)
Accordingly, the same assertions and inferences about ODCPC-IPSS algorithm can 
be made concerning OGDPC-IPSS algorithm. It is seen in figure 5.7 that the power 
configuration at every step of the iteration in OGDPC-IPSS scheme is always lower 
or the same with that of ordinary GDPC-IPSS algorithm which still corroborates
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proposition 5.2. However, the power oscillations associated with GDPC schemes 
becomes apparent in figure 5.7 where the monotonicity property of the standard 
interference function is defied for users 12 and 15. This oscillations is caused by 
temporary removals (or the haphazard entry-exit behaviour) of users within the CRN 
under GDPC schemes. The effect of this oscillation is further seen in figure 5.8 for 
user 12 and 15. Nevertheless, the energy saving capability of GDPC schemes always 
surpasses the DCPC schemes. For example user 15 under the DCPC and ODCPC- 
IPSS schemes (figure 5.5) converges to a power value of 25mW and 19mW 
respectively while the same user converges to 18mW under GDPC and OGDPC 
scheme (figure 5.7). The result of this is the far reduced interference level at the 
incumbent contour as seen in figure 5.3 for GDPC/OGDPC-IPSS.
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Figure 5.7 Power iterations of OGDPC Vs GDPC for selected users (d/=3000m)
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Figure 5.9 is a case that depicts the CRN at a close proximity to the incumbent 
contour (<i,=1000m); here it is seen that the proposition 5.2 still stands for all 
iterations (k) and user i. However, it is noticed that user 15 under ODCPC is absent. 
This is because it has been permanently removed due to high interference levels it 
perceived (or equivalently causes). The lower powers witnessed in this regime is as a 
result of the power constraint imposed as a result of its proximity to the lU (equation 
(3.17) , chapter 3). Permanently removing user 15 gives opportunity for user 12 (and 
many others) to achieve their target QoS levels as seen in figure 5.10. One can see 
that user 12 and 15 under DCPC-IPSS can not achieve their target QoS metric in 
figure 5.10 while user 12 achieves its QoS under ODCPC with even a reduced power 
level compared to its counterpart DCPC-IPSS in figure 5.9.
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5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has dealt with the user removal problem associated with infeasible 
systems. Removing the optimal subset has been demonstrated to be an NP hard 
problem; therefore most solutions have used heuristic approaches to solve the
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problem. Most solutions therefore rely on centralised algorithms which require global 
information of the entire gain matrix or in the best case semi-distributed removal 
algorithms which are altogether unsuitable for cognitive adhoc networks requiring 
minimal information and distributed solutions. Centralised or semi-distributed 
removal mechanisms allow transient interference exposure to incumbents during the 
feedback-removal cycle. This results in continuous interference violations to the 
incumbent network until moral and self QoS objectives are simultaneously fulfilled. 
What the CR network should strive to achieve is a distributed removal system with 
absolute interference guarantees to incumbents at all time.
This chapter therefore has successfully tackled the user removal problem in a fully 
distributed fashion. The first step was therefore to formulate a fully distributed 
criterion based on an exact outage probability calculation. This outage probability 
formulation is then executed at individual cognitive terminal after which a process of 
distributed autonomous removals is invoked. The algorithms ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS 
proposed in this chapter is an optimised version of the DCPC-IPSS algorithms earlier 
proposed in chapter 3 and provides substantial capacity gains in terms of number of 
supported CR subscribers compared to ordinary DCPC schemes. This means that the 
proposed outage based algorithms satisfies the duo QoS constraints in a 
fundamentally distributed manner with absolute interference protection to incumbents 
at all times. The outage based removal algorithm is however suboptimal when 
compared to using exhaustive search (optimal) techniques, albeit, it is a fully 
distributed removal scheme with performance close to optimal solution using 
computational exhaustive search which is unsuitable for cognitive adhoc networks.
The ODPC schemes (ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS) offers better interference alleviation 
properties and supports more number of CR subscribers compared to the un-optimised 
scheme developed in chapter 3 of this thesis. As earlier stated, the ODCPC scheme far 
exceeds the performance of DCPC schemes with far reduced interference 
environment as seen in figure 5.3. It was surprising to further see that ODCPCs 
performance was in proxy of or exceeds the GDPC algorithm. This therefore
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strengthens the preferability of ODCPC scheme to that of GDPC/OGDPC schemes 
due to their adherence to the interference function property [94].
This proposed removal algorithm is effective and fast converging since the user is 
able to assess its interference environment before enacting the proposed distributed 
removal algorithm so that worst participating users permanently and autonomously 
remove themselves before the real power iteration begins on the new set of users 
(after removal). This distributed removal cum power control operation results in an 
increased number of CR subscriber base and far reduced interference environment at 
the worst case lU and within the CRN.
Outage based distributed removal power control schemes are therefore proposed with 
the ability of satisfying both self and moral QoS objectives leading to an enhanced 
and efficient use of the interleaved TV spectrum (TVWS).
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Chapter 6
6.1 Summary of thesis
Cognitive radio technology is, in this thesis, shown as a viable solution to the 
impending spectrum underutilization problem with increased spectrum efficiency. 
However, the increased spectral efficiency comes with the risk of inordinate 
interference to the licensed user of the spectrum.
This research therefore has focused on formulating distributed power control 
algorithms for cognitive radios as a way of curtailing excessive interference to lUs 
owing to spatial co-existence and concurrent channel usage while maintaining a 
reasonable quality of service within the cognitive radio network.
The thesis proposes a fully distributed power control framework for cognitive radio 
networks exploiting spectrum use and radio environment knowledge. This research 
adapts well established distributed power control algorithms (DPC) used in 
conventional cellular networks and adapts them to the cognitive framework. The 
conventional algorithms used are the distributed constrained power control (DCPC) 
and the generalised distributed power control (GDPC); these two algorithms form the 
breaking point for the proposed cognitive variant algorithm, called the DCPC/GDPC 
algorithm with Incumbent Protection via Spectrum Sensing (IPSS). DCPC/GDPC- 
IPSS, as demonstrated in chapter 3 has the ability to satisfy tight QoS constraints for 
cognitive radios as well as to meet interference constraints at worst case incumbent 
receivers at all times. This work considers the worst-case placements of incumbent 
users.
Most literature employs worst-case analysis to guarantee robustness thereby trading 
off optimality. The research in the later part of chapter 3 therefore eschew worst-case 
analysis and further proposes a stochastic approach which allows the cognitive radio 
network to access the extra capacity based on incumbent user outage information with 
guarantees on interference protection to the incumbent user, at all times. The
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stochastic solution therefore shows that the proposed distributed power control 
strategy is robust with the benefit of increased spectral efficiency compared to its 
worst-case counterpart.
One consideration in the early stages of this work is the assumption of terminal 
immobility within the CRN, suggesting that the iterative power control algorithm 
converges faster than channel variations occur. The work contained in chapter 4 of 
this thesis, further shows that such assumption of terminal immobility in the power 
control algorithm fails in cases where user mobility is considered, resulting in 
increased levels of interference to the incumbent as well as increased outages in 
cognitive radio networks. The solution adopted therefore is to model the link gain 
evolution process as a distance dependent shadow fading process and further scale up 
the target signal to interference ratio to cope with user mobility. Since mobility driven 
power control algorithms for cognitive radios have not been investigated before, a 
mobility driven power control framework for cognitive radios based on spectrum 
sensing was proposed, which ensures that the interference limit at the incumbent 
receivers remains unperturbed at all times, while concurrently maintaining the QoS 
within the cognitive radio network as compared to the quasi static user cases. 
Furthermore, in chapter 4, the algorithms proposed are corroborated with analytical 
proof of convergence for the proposed mobility driven power control algorithm. The 
convergence proofs therein fill the literature gap in [68] where general assertions on 
power convergence were made.
The work contained in chapter 5 focuses on the user removal problem which is known 
to be NP-hard. According to literature, GDPC algorithm provides the most efficient 
distributed power control algorithm in cellular networks, since transmitters that can 
not fulfil their QoS criteria are notched out in each iteration thereby giving other 
transmitters enough means to fulfil their QoS objective. GDPC schemes however do 
not satisfy the interference function property and are unsuitable for real time services 
due to their haphazard transmission pattern and non-guaranteed convergence. The 
solution therefore is to optimise the DCPC algorithms which adhere to the 
interference function property however with accompanying high outages. In ensuring 
an efficient optimisation of the DCPC algorithm, care must be taken so that the 
removal criterion does not over or under remove users therefore, efficient removal
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algorithms such as SMIRA, SMART and their cognitive variants were developed to 
efficiently minimise the number of removals thereby offering an increased number of 
supported terminals. Such removal algorithms were formulated for centralised and 
semi-distributed systems and are not readily adaptable to the cognitive ad-hoc frame 
work and may cause transient interference to incumbents when implemented in a semi 
distributed manner. The contribution in chapter 5 proposes di fully distributed removal 
algorithm based on a distributed outage probability scheme developed called outage 
probability based distributed power control (ODPC) which demonstrated significant 
gains in terms of the number of supported user compared to the ordinary 
DCPC/GDPC-IPSS scheme developed in chapter 3. Despite the increased subscriber 
base with the ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS scheme, it can be further observed that the 
proposed scheme resulted in a far reduced interference level at the incumbent and 
within the cognitive radio network. This makes ODCPC/OGDPC-IPSS schemes a 
very attractive choice for real time and implementation.
The research work undertaken and reported in chapters 3 to 5 was brought to 
perspective in chapter 6 where a working framework for the interworking of all 
functional cognitive entities was proposed. The proposed interworking was done in 
conformance with the Quality of Service and Mobility driven Cognitive Radio 
Systems (QoSMOS) architecture [104] and have tried to define special interfaces for 
entity to entity communications which would facilitate the proposed cognitive power 
control operations. This showed the big picture for practical implementation of the 
cognitive radio framework.
The work presented in this thesis would therefore, allow interference free operation 
by a cognitive ad-hoc communications network and can be useful in providing 
broadband extensions and adhoc communication technologies to rural areas/difficult 
to reach terrains using co-channel TV spectrum (TVWS).
6.2 Future Work
The power control algorithm presented in chapter 3 of this thesis only considered 
simple pathloss model to characterise the aggregate interference to the incumbent 
network from the CR network. Future work would introduce shadowing in this CR-IU
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path as explained in the concluding part of section 3.7, chapter 3 of this thesis. Since 
shadowing effect is expected to reduce the aggregate interference at incumbents, this 
will be helpful in presenting increased transmission opportunities for CR terminals.
The power control algorithms implemented in this thesis have been considered for the 
generic cases without recourse to any underlying radio access technology (RAT). One 
good step forward would be the implementation of these algorithms using different 
radio access technologies such as CDMA or OFDM. This is not to say that CDMA 
and OFDM technologies have not been implemented in the cognitive environment; it 
would be interesting to see how the DCPC and ODCPC power control algorithms 
would perform if CDMA or OFDM were implemented as the underlying RAT.
Apart from being generic, the research in this thesis is also homogeneous in the sense 
that all cognitive radios are considered to have the same SINR requirements and 
transmit at the same fixed rate. To this respect, investigating multi rate, multi 
objective power control algorithms would provide a more practical implementation 
for cognitive radio communication. This arises due to the fact that future cognitive 
radios would demand different data rates and have different network objectives 
depending on the service requested (i.e. data, voice or multimedia). Considering this 
heterogeneity, the cognitive radio network can still provide the capability to increase 
spectral efficiency. It would be interesting to see how the proposed algorithm would 
perform in this regime. Tools such as game theory, geometric programming may be 
considered.
6.3 Conclusion
This thesis deals with incumbent TV protection from the exacerbated interference 
powers which may ensue from cognitive radios using the interleaved spectrum. The 
interference problem is solved from the transmitter power control perspective so that 
exacerbated cognitive powers are curtailed before reaching incumbents in a disparate 
domain. This thesis therefore proposes two variants of power control algorithms 
implementing spectrum sense and radio environment knowledge called DCPC and 
GDPC with incumbent protection via spectrum sensing (IPSS) and this has been
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demonstrated to maintain the incumbent user’s interference environment unperturbed 
at any point in time using co-channel and adjacent channel interleaved spectrum. 
Stochastic and mobility driven power control has also been proposed for cognitive 
radios with proven absolute incumbent interference protection and CR capacity 
increase. Furthermore, magnitude increase in CR subscriber base was demonstrated 
with the introduction of an outage based user removal cum power control scheme 
called ODCPC/OGDCPC-IPSS. Despite the increased spectra efficiency with 
ODCPC/OGDCPC-IPSS, it is seen to have great interference alleviation property 
compared to ordinary schemes without user removal. A general frame work for all 
proposed algorithm in this thesis is given which gives the big picture on the true state 
of things i.e. how the cognitive ad-hoc network would be deployed in reality with 
practical implications and implementations.
This thesis therefore, has addressed the interference concerns of incumbent TV 
operators by proposing an online and all round distributed interference protection 
mechanism for cognitive radios. The evaluation of all mechanisms presented in this 
thesis shows that the algorithms proposed will allow an interference free operation by 
cognitive ad-hoc communication networks and facilitate an efficient use of co-channel 
or adjacent channel TV spectrum where available thereby increasing overall spectrum 
efficiency whilst giving opportunity for the realisation of future technologies.
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Appendix I (a): Simulation Parameters
Table A: Simulation parameters for fully distributed CRN
Simulation Parameter Values Simulation Parameter Values
Primary Transmit Power (f^) 80dBm Pathloss exponent for CR TX ( •„) 4
Arbitrary power p OdBm Mean and variance of shadowing 0,4dB
Coverage range of TV station (r„/) 70Km Threshold Time (/*) 10ms
Noise power for 8MHz UK TV channel -lOSdBm Correlation Distance (X) 8.3m
Interference threshold level at -lOOdBm Velocity of mobiles (constant) 30 km/h
Number of CR Transmitters (AO 50 Scale up factor fiif) 2dB
CR maximum terminal power (p^) 13dBm Probability of false alarm (f%) 0.01
CR coverage area (N x N) 2Km x 2Km Time bandwidth product (m), 77 5, 500m
Pathloss exponent for primary (.p) 2 No of time slots for sensing operation 1000
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Appendix I (b): TV Transmitter Channel Allocations
Crystal Palace television transmitter Channel Allocations, before the DSO [105]
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Crystal Palace television transmitter Channel Allocations, after DSO [105]
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Note the gaps in the table below for channels 31 to 35, 37, 39 to 40 and 63 to 68, they 
are the cleared spectrum and are currently being auction and reserved for “other 
uses”....
Note: This Table is culled from [105] with kind permission.
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Appendix II: Interface communication enablers
AL
Communications
Remote Communication 
of the same kind
Local Communication of 
the same kind
Interface Entity Pair Interface Entity Pair Interface Entity Pair
ALla CSM ^A L sso SS+H-SS SSla CSM ^SS
SSlb C RM ^SS
ALlb CRM ^AL RMO CRM ^CRM
CMl CSM+-+CRM
SMI CSM+->Intemet
SS2 SS^TR X
ALlc SS+^AL SMO CSM ^CSM
TXl CRM+-+TRXALld TRX+-+AL ALO AL+-+AL
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Appendix III: Interfaces, primitives and their functions
Interface Primitive name Function
CMl
(CSM+-+CRM)
PortfolioUpdate.REQ/RSP/END
Used by CRM to request 
spectrum from CSM. CSM 
responds
ChangeOperatingChannel. 
REQ/RSP/IND
Used by CRM of unsupported 
CR devices to request an 
alternative channel. CSM 
queries portfolio and responds 
or sends a broadcast (IND) of 
new channel
ResourceStateReport.IND
Sent by CRM cluster head to 
reflect the number of CR 
devices successfully 
transmitting on a particular 
channel at any point in time.
Particulars .REQ/RSP
CSM request network 
information of transmitting 
devices e.g MAC address, 
GPS location, etc
SSla
(CSM+^SS)
SensingMeasurement. REQ/RSP
CSM requires fast sensing 
(energy present or absent) of 
measurement on a particular 
channel to confirm if it is no 
more in use and then updates 
its database.
SensingResult.IND
Used by SS to convey SS 
fusion information to CSM 
directly. Can also give an 
indication of the total number 
of intending transmitters.
SSlb
(CRM ^SS)
S ensingMeasurementResult. IND
SS performs fine sensing to 
give quantitative results on 
the probability of missed 
detection and passed onto the 
CRM for distance estimation 
according to.
Sensing.REQ/RES
CRM informs SS to perform 
SS operation. Used to 
configure and schedule 
sensing operation.
TXl
(CRM^TX) S tartT ranscei verOperation. IND
CRM sends configuration 
data to TRX and tells it to 
begin transmission
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(GDPC/OPGDPC).
LinkMeasurement.IND
TRX indicates to CRM on the 
event that QoS can be 
fulfilled or not.
StopTransceiverOperation.IND
CRM sends to TRX to stop 
transmission (as in GDPC) or 
when there is no more data to 
transmit.
ChannelChange.REQ TRX requests an alternative channel from CRM. This 
information is passed onto the 
CSM.
SS2
(SS^TRX) S ensingConfiguration.IND
SS configures the TRX for 
sensing operation
RMO
(CRM^CRM)
SpectrumPortfolio.IND
Can also be used to broadcast 
available channel information 
to all CR devices
Updatelnformation.IND
Disseminates information 
(broadcast) on the number of 
participating nodes 
(information gotten from 
fusion centre).
ResourceUse.IND
Other CRM interface 
Indicates to the cluster head 
of its current active use of 
channel. CRM. CRM of 
cluster head then reports to 
CSM using cm l_ 
ResourceStateReport.IND
SMO
(CSM^CSM)
PortfolioUpdate. IND
CSM of cluster head 
broadcasts channel 
information to nodes in 
cluster group.
ChangeOperatingChannel.REQ
CSM interface of unsatisfied 
devices queries spectrum 
portfolio for an alternative 
channel for transmission.
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Appendix IV: Portfolio acquisition and resource 
allocation/scheduling phase
C R 2 3 (Cluster head)
■Resource Scheduling/Portfolio flquisltion-
CKl.PortfollolJpdate.REQ
(broadcast)
(broadcast)
fPtfiRSRi
avail?
Yes:ficpt
lNo=RJCT,
•■Scheduled Distributed Sensing (Sensing Measurement Phase)-
Separate Separete Separate
Fusion
centre
(Counts
RSP)
SSib SensingMeasurenent
Result.:
(broadcast)
(broadcast)
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Appendix V : Distributed sensing operation phase
CR 3 (Cluster head)
•distributed Sensing Operation-
From From
SSlb.
Proba­
bility
Proba­
bility
Proba­
bility
detec­
tion
detec­
tion
detec­
tion
.Sensing.! on from flSCl)
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Appendix VI : Transmission phase and resource release
CRl CR 3 (Cluster head)
I  ' ' ■, ™ 'n
L Ë JCRM CRM CRM
■Transmission Phase-
TXl.StartTranceiver
Operation.INDOperation.IND Operation.:
Run OPC 
Algorithm
Run DPC 
Algorithm
Run DPC 
Algorithm
TX1.L i nkMeasurment .INDTXl. •inkMeasurraent.IND TXl.LinMeasurment . 1
Data UploaiData Upload.
Operation.]
TXl.Change.' REI
RHO.ResourceUse.IND
Oount
Resourc-
eUse
Report.IND
Channel.]
CR2 becomes the new oluser head for unsatisfied CR devices
iCMl.PortfolIoUpdate.REQ
Repeat MSC for resource acquisition phase/Spectrun sensing 
_____________________ Phase_____________________
■Resource Release Phase^
'Finished!
Data
upload?
i j e s j
^Finished! 
Data 
upload? 
i Yes I
Operation.IND Operation.IND
.ResourceUse.IND
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Appendix VII: Proof of Proposition 4.1
Proof of proposition 4.1:
A simple proof that equation (4.5) holds absolutely surely (a.s) is to use the Gelfand’s 
formula [74] which states that for square matrices, the joint spectra radius is :
/)„(0 = Iiml|H(0|r (Al)
Now take the natural log of both sides: log(/?„ ) = lim f“' log (||H(0)H(l)...H(t)|) and
notice that the right hand side of the equation is analogous to (4.5), So Àp = log(/)^ (t)), 
therefore, provided at origin (t) < 1, we can easily see that Ap <0 exist surely always, 
hence the power control algorithms converges a.s.
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Appendix VIII: Proof of Proposition 4.2
Proof of Proposition 4.2
Since convergence in mean square implies convergence in probability (however not 
true vice-versa), it is therefore, hitherto necessary to prove convergence of (4,6) in 
mean which also ensures convergence in probability.
Let’s first establish the criterion for convergence. If we set = and
Z = X~Yjf^ , then according to the parallelogram law [106], we have
2E + 2E (7cr,i-%) (Ycr,i-Yth) -So applying the Cauchy criterion [ 106] for
convergence, we have that there exist a random variable X  for which 7cr,i 7 th , such 
that thelim .(r) - =0.  Now to prove convergence in mean, lets according to
<oo.
[106] know that: £[|y|] = £:[|y.i|]<.^£:[y ]^.i =||r||. Thus using Schwarz inequality [106]
with Z ^l, we have that ]<ooifE
So setting 7=log7^^,.(0-log2';j (and taking natural-log), we can compute that 
\E[H7cr,i(t)]-E[H7th]\^^lPg?^/0-Iqg%,|]^||lqg%r/0-lpg%,|| Vt>0,ieN,  hence,
7cr,i(i)^7th ill mean squared implies (4.6) in time varying networks. This proves (4.6)
a.s.
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Appendix IX: Poof of Equation (5.7)
> r , » S  w ,+ c , j  =  + c ,
f l A e ' ^ ‘‘dt2 dt„
w,
V i= 2
i= 2
Generally: P(Xi  >x) = exp(-X/^), so that (IV) is:
r
“A(^ 3+Q) ~^A(fn+C„)
i= 2
= 0  *t„= 0
fl& A  .A.
i= 2
=0 A=0
0 Jt =0 /=2
«■''''*2 A
Ê'
i
 A
i= 2
 A
i= 2
 4 .
 dt,
nn=
=
i= 2
n
j=2
(IX)
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